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Highlights 
Southern Plains (Texas and Oklahoma) feedlot One of the major contributors of lower annual 
operations, wllich are characterized by large com- fixed costs per pound of gain in the larger feedlots 
mercial feedlots, are expected to increase in size during was the level of feedlot utilization. Feedlots with 
he next decade. Feedlots with 10,000-head-or-more 10,000-head-and-over capacity generally exhibited utili- 
capacity gener;tlly enjoyed a cost advantage over the zation rates above .75 percent compared to utilization 
gnaller lots, especially those with less than 1,000-head rates of 50 percent and lower for feedlots with less 
capacity. Feedlots with 10,000-head-or-more capacity than 1,000-head capacity. 
Investments in fixed facilities varied by size of 
Idlot ant1 feeding area. Total capital investments 
iaequipment ;tnd facilities by Southern Plains feedlots 
I averagetl about 535 per head of capacity. T h e  two 
' &st items of capital investments, which accounted 
for more than one-half of the total fixed investments, 
were pens and associated equipment and milling 
equipment. Other important items of equipment 
I were feed storage facilities, water system, feed distri- 
1 bution equipment, transportation equipment and i Imd. 
munted for about 55 percent of the fed cattle mar- 
Annual fixed costs - depreciation, interest, taxes, 
insurance, repairs and fixed labor - accounted for 
about 5 percent of the total feeding costs. Depreci- 
ation and fixed labor represented about 60 percent 
d the total annual fixed costs. Interest on fixed 
investments and repairs made u p  almost another 
onethird ol the fixed costs. 
, 
1 
teted from Southern Plains feedlots during 1966-67, T h e  competitive advantage due to size declined 
when feedlot utilization rates were held constant at  
md indications are that they will account for an 
consecutively higher levels. For example, when feed- increasingly larger proportion of the total fed-cattle lot utilization rates were held constant a t  the 25-per- 
marketings. 
cent level, total annual fixed costs were approximately 
' I Variable corts accounted for 95 percent of the total feeding costs in the Sou them Plains during 1966- 
,o , 67. Feed, which accounted for more than 80 percent 
2 cents per pound of gain higher for feedlots with 
1,000-head capacity than for feedlots with 35,000-head 
capacity. However, differences in fixed cost between 
these two size groups declined to 1.2 cents per pound 
of gain when utilization rates were held constant at 
the 75-percen t level. 
,, 
!' Feedlots with less than 5,000-head capacity were 
Based on 1966-67 grain sorghum production and 
various assumptions regarding feed use, grain sorghum 
available for feeding in Texas during 1966-67 was 
estimated to be sufficient for finishing approximately 
5 milion head of cattle or  about triple the number 
of fed cattle marketed during that period. In  addi- 
tion, feeding cost differentials between feeding areas 
and available sources of nearby feed supplies suggest 
that cattle feeding will continue to be concentrated 
most heavily in the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandle 
areas. 
d the total variable costs, was the most important 
variable cort item. Variable labor costs and interest 
oa I:eder cattle accounted for about one-half of the 
remaining variable costs. Death losses made u p  an- 
1' 
#. 
Increased emphasis will be placed on a high 
degree of feedlot utilization as feedlots increase in 
size and are faced with increasingly larger capital 
investments in fixed facilities. T h e  proportion oE 
cattle fed on a custom basis will probably increase 
above 1966-67 levels when almost 60 percent in the 
Southern Plains were fed on a custom basis. 
" ( other two and one-half percent. 
generally a t  a disadvantage when competing with 
brger feedlots with respect to annual fixed costs per 
pound of gain. Feedlots with a one-time feeding 
capacity of 1,000 head experienced total annual fixed 
costs equivalent to about 2.4 cents per pound of gain 
Numerous changes are expected to occur within 
the Southern Plains cattle feeding industry. These 
include continuing structural changes with increased 
emphasis on size of operation, feeding efficiency and 
locational advantages with regard to feed supplies. 
T h e  advent of computer sciences has brought a new 
dimension into the feedlot industry which will 
broaden the horizon of management and yet provide 
a tool for making more detailed, timely and exacting 
decisions regarding feedlot operations. 
j1 ( axnpared to 1.4 cents per pound of gain for feedlots 
f: 1 mh 10,000-head capacity. 
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Data were obtained through personal interviews 
d feedlot operators in Texas and Oklahoma. Com- 
Cattle feeding in Texas and Oklahoma is char- 
acterized by large and highly mechanized commercial 
feedlot operations. These feedlots represent one form 
I of big business in a dynamic agricultural sector with 
, large investments in capital equipment and resource 
inputs requiring both special management and labor 
I 
skills. The competitive position and continued suc- 
I 
cess of these large specialized firms are contingent 
upon efficient management decisions regarding such I factors as capital expenditures, location, size of opera- 
, tion, type and amount of resource inputs, buying and 
selling practices employed, as well as many other 
considerations. 
i The recent upsurge of cattle feeding within the 
Southern Plains has raised numerous questions con- ( cerning economies of size in feedlot operations, the 
' effect of location on feeding costs within the Southern 
'Dietrich, R. A,, The Texas-Oklahoma Cattle Feeding Industry- 
Structure and Operational Characteristics, B- 1079, Texas Agr. 
1 Bp. Ya.. Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, De- 
mber 1968. 
' 
'%e Dietrich, R .  A., The Texas-Oklahoma Cattle Feeding In- 
dustry, for a detailed description of the sampling procedure 
employed. 
'Hopkins, J. A. and R. C. Kramer, Cattle Feeding in California, 
Bank of America N T  8c SA, Economic Research Department, 
February 1965; Hunter, E. C. and J.  P. Madden, Economies of I Sh lor Specialized Beef Feedlots in Colorado, Agricultural 
Economic Report 91, ERS, USDA, May 1966; Malone, J. W. and 
1. E. Rogers, Economies of Size of Warmup Cattle Feedlot 
I Operations in Nevada, B-6, Max C. Fleischmann College of 
i Apiculture, University of Nevada, November 1965. 
1 
I 
1 
pleted questionnaires relative to feeding costs repre- 
sented 70 percent of the cattle on feed in Texas and 
60 percent of the cattle on feed in Oklahoma from 
July 1966 through June 1967.2 
Plains and the effect of the various cost components 
on cattle feeding operations. This study, designed t o  
analyze these questions, represents the second phase 
DEGREE OF FEEDLOT UTILIZATION 
I of a comprehensive economic analysis of the cattle [ feeding industry within the Southern Plains. T h e  
first study was a detailed analysis of management 
practices and cattle feeding systems in the Southern 
Plains.' 
T h e  recent emergence of large commercial feed- 
lots has given rise to relatively large capital invest- 
ments in fixed facilities which in turn tend to result 
in high levels of annual fixed costs. Rising levels of 
annual fixed costs have encouraged feedlot operators 
to maintain high levels of feedlot utilization rates 
which are an important index for analyzing variations 
in annual fixed costs among the various size feedlots 
in the Southern Plains. 
Annual fixed costs which include such items as 
depreciation costs, interest, taxes, insurance, repairs 
and fixed labor costs are directly affected by the level 
oE capital investment, but they are not affected by the 
volume or  number of cattle placed on feed. Since non- 
feed costs remain the same regardless of the number 
of cattle placed on feed, increased feedlot utilization 
rates result in spreading such costs over greater units 
of output. Output can be measured by annual number 
of fed cattle marketed or  annual pounds of gain. 
Utilization of feedlot facilities has been measured 
primarily by the "turnover ratio" or  the annual num- 
ber of cattle fed divided by the one-time feedlot 
c a p a c i t y . ~ o w e v e r ,  when annual feedlot operations 
are analyzed, the turnover ratio does not appear to be 
an accurate indicator of utilization rate since it  does 
not directly consider length of feeding period. T h e  
degree of feedlot utilization rate developed for this 
study was as follows: 
De,qee of feedlot utilization = 
- 
(Turnover Ratio) (Average Days on Feed) 
365 
This  measurement of annual utilization rate allows 
for variations in feeding programs among the various 
Table 1. Degree of  f e e d l o t  u t i l i z a t i o n ,  by s i z e  of f e e d l o t ,  Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67 1 I 
0 
: Less t han  : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  : 10,000 head : 
S t a t e  : 1,000 head : 1,999 head : 4,999 head : 9,999 head : and over : Total 
: capac i ty  : capac i ty  : capac i ty  : capac i ty  : capac i ty  
1 
. 
Texas......: 41.4 51.8 66.5 68.2 
Oklahoma.. . : 24.3 36.2 61.1 64.3 
1/ Based on 100-percent u t i l i z a t i o n  of a v a i l a b l e  capac i ty  f o r  365 days. 
- 
sizes and types of feedlot operations and provides for 
a uniform measure of feedlot utilization rate. 
The de<gree of feedlot utilization varied more by 
size of feedlot than by feeding areas in the Southern 
Plains during 1966-67, Ta,bles 1 ,  2 and 3. The utiliza- 
tion rate varied from a high of almost 80 percent for 
feedlots with 10,000-head-and-over capacity to about 
25 percent for the small farmer-feeder type of opera- 
tion. There was less variation in utilization rate 
among feeding areas than among size groups since 
each feeding area also contained some of the larger 
type feeding operations. Delineations of Texas and 
Table 2. Degree of f e e d l o t  u t i l i z a t i o n ,  
Oklahoma feeding areas are indicated in Figures l 
and 2. I 
INVESTMENT I N  EQUIPMENT AND 
FACILITIES 
Total capital investments in equipment ad 
facilities by Texas and Oklahoma feedlots averaged 
about $35 per head of capacity during 1966-67, Tabls 
4 and 5.4 Per head of capacity in this study refenlo 
'Capital investments represent the original cost of equipgwn 
and facilities. These costs were not adjusted for differenah 
age of equipment since two-thirds or more of the feed!otcm 
established during or after 1960. 
by f eed ing  a r e a ,  Texas f e e d l o t s ,  1906-67 L/ 
Feeding a r e a  
I t e m  
: Gulf Coast : 
: Panhandle- : Pla teau-  : Eas t  : and Rio : Total 
: P l a i n s  : Pecos : Texas : Grande P la in s  : 
0 -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Percent-  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Degree of utilization..........: 78.5 54.2 72.9 65.4 73.0 
1/ Based on 100-percent u t i l i z a t i o n  of  a v a i l a b l e  capac i ty  f o r  365 days. 
- 
Table 3 .  Degree of f e e d l o t  u t i l i z a t i o n ,  by feeding  a r e a ,  Oklahoma f eed lo t s ,  1966-67 11 I I 
Feeding a r e a  I 
I tem 
: Southeas tern  : : 1 
: Panhandle : Northern : and C e n t r a l  : Southwestern : Total ; 
: Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Oklahoma : I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Percent- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Degree of utilization..........: 77.5 44.4 59.3 69.7 69,l 
I 
1/ Based on 100-percent  u t i l i z a t i o n  of  a v a i l a b l e  capac i ty  f o r  365 days. 
- 
6 
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Figure 2. ~ k l a h o m a  cattle feeding areas. 
for milling equipment. Feed storage facilities and 
equipment represented the third largest item of 
capital investment in both Texas and Oklahoma. 
T h e  patterns of total fixed investments among 
various size groups of feedlots in both Texas and 
Oklahoma were fairly similar. Total fixed invest- 
ments were lowest for feedlots in the 5,000 - 9,999-head 
I 
I capacity size ranges in both Texas and Oklahoma, 
' the one-time feeding capacity. T h e  two largest items followed by feedlots with 10,000-head-and-over capac- 
d capital investments, which accounted for more than ity in Texas. Fixed investments were highest for 
we-half of the total fixed investments, were pens plus feedlots in the 1,000 - 1,999 size group. Farmer-feeders 
associated equipment and milling equipment. Invest- - feedlots with less than 1,000-head capacity - ranked / ments in pens and equipment averaged about $1 I per third in total investments on a per-head capacity basis 
1 head of capacity compared to more than $8 per head in Texas. Farmer-feeders in the Southern Plains oEten 
Table 4. Fixed investments per head of capacity, by major items of equipment and size 
of feedlots, Texas feedlots, 1966-67 
i : Less than : 1,030 t o  : 2,000 to  : 5,030 to  :10,000 head: Item :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 F a d  : and over : Total : cagaclty : capacity : capacity : capaclty : capacity : 
i 
I Pens & equipment 1/. .......................... : 7.31 10.84 15.37 10.05 9.86 10.72 
' ~~llnge~uipmenty ........................... 3.95 7.62 8.74 8.14 8.60 8.45 
Feed storage facilities & equipment 2/ .  ....... : 16.63 12.26 8.78 2.77 5 137 5.81 
Feed distribution equipment 4/. ............... : 5.25 3.81 3.25 2.02 1.71 2.10 
Manure eq~ipment..............~.: .52 1.84 1.22 . -47 .38 .56 
! Tra~aportatiw equipment. ..................... 3.43 4.92 1 -99 1.36 1.04 1.36 
LNIG ,,,,......................................: 2.81 3.13 3.11 3 -04 2.15 2.47 
................... Office & office equipment.. : .I9 .61 .77 1.02 .68 .74 
' Scale & use............................: .87 2.04 1.46 1 .20 .62 .85 
I Total, .............................. : 43.33 49.72 46.81 31.65 32.76 35.29 I 
- 
Si lo ,  elevator, silage loader, tractor-power scoop and loader etc. 
~ractor, u t i l i ty  wagon, hand scoops etc. 
These footnotes are applicable for a l l  tables containing the above listed major items of equipment. 
Table 5, Fixed investment per head of capacity, by major item of equipment and size of feedlot, 
Oklahoma feedlots , 1966-67 I 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,030 t o  :10,000 head: 
Item :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over : Total 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .  
....................... Pens & equipment : 6.02 13.86 9.26 11.71 , 11.50 11.25 
......................... Water system.. : 1 .63 2.49 1.53 1.83 2.57 2.20 
...................... Milling equipment : 1.31 3.66 8.07 3.02 11.25 8.16 
.... Feed storage f a c i l i t i e s  & equipment : 7.84 10.56 6.31 2.64 4.76 4.98 
Feed distribution equipment............: 4.05 3.59 4.22 2.91 3.33 3 .41 
. 
...................... Manure equipment. : .94 -75 .I8 1.55 92 .92 
Transportation equipment... ............ : 5.42 2.34 2.88 1.78 .78 1.54 
Land...................................: 5.17 3 073 1 .I2 092 1.08 1.29 
............ Office & office equipment.. : .06 .16 1.07 .80 .75 .77 
Scale & scale house....................: .06 1.51 1.35 1.87 -95 1.25 
Total................................: 32.50 42.65 35.99 29.03 37.89 35.77 1 
use vacant pen space or build their own pens and 
facilities from less costly materials than those used 
by the larger feedlots. Many farmer-feeders are also 
able to use their own hammermill and grinder or 
acquire such equipment at less cost per head of capac- 
ity than are larger feedlot owners with the more 
sophisticated milling equipment. 
Investment in milling equipment on a per-head- 
of-capacity basis generally increased as feedlots in- 
creased in size. T h e  larger, highly commercialized 
feedlots generally used more refined and more precise 
milling equipment which was relatively more ex- 
pensive than that employed by the smaller feedlots. 
These larger feedlots, however, off set such higher 
investment costs by using existing facilities at higher 
levels of intensity than did the smaller feedlots. 
Investments in feed storage facilities and equipment, 
feed distri'bution equipment and transportation equip  
ment were generally lower in the larger feedlots on 
a per-head-of-capacity basis. The  smaller feedlots 
often produce much of their own feed which is stored 
for feeding at a later date. Consequently, feedlots 
with 2,000-head-or-less capacity often exhibited rela- 
tively higher investments in feed storage facilities than 
did lots with more than 2,000-head capacity. In con- 
trast, many of the feedlots with 5,000-head-and-over 
capacity maintained grain storage facilities necessary 
for holding feed supplies for approximately 2 weeks 
or less for feeding at full capacity. Although many 
of the farmer-feeders did not maintain an office or 
own scales, such equipment was considered essential 
by the larger feedlots. 
The  level of capital investments varied more 
among feeding areas in the Southern Plains than 
size of feedlot, Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2. Td 
capital investments among feeding areas in O k l a h m  
ranged from $26 to $44 per head of capacity, and 
from $28 to $40 per head of capacity in Texas. Fee4 
lots in Northern Oklahoma and the Plateau-Pecos am 
of Texas, which exhibited lower fixed cost per head 
of capacity, were relatively small and generally olda 
than in most other areas of the Southern Plains 
Highest levels of investments occurred in the Texv 
Gulf Coast-Rio Grande Plains and in the Southeastern, 
Central Oklahoma feeding areas. Both of these area! 
are subject to higher levels of rainfall than otha 
feeding areas and generally incurred relatively higha 
levels of investments in feed storage facilities and land 
ANNUAL FIXED COSTS ! 
Annual fixed costs in this study include deprecia- 
tion, interest, taxes, insurance, repairs and labor costr 
The most important items of fixed costs were depreci- 
ation costs and fixed labor which accounted for aboui 
60 percent of the total fixed costs, Table 6. Interest 
on fixed investment and repairs, which made up 9 I 
percent of the fixed costs, ranked second in import- 
ance. Taxes and insurance accounted for the re& 
ing annual fixed costs. It should be noted that all 
costs in this study which are quoted on the basis d 
pound of gain are net market weights unless other 
wise indicated." I 
5Net market weight assumes a 4-percent shrink at the feda. I 
Table 6, Annual fixed costs per pound of gain, by size of feedlot, Texas and Oklahoma, 
1966-67 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  :10,000 head: 
%ate and item :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over : Total 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Texas: 
Depreciation.. .................. : .0081 .0078 .OO 57 .OO36 .0030 -0036 
Interest.. ...................... a .0043 .0039 .0030 .0320 .0017 .OOl9 
Taxes.. ......................... : .0310 .0039 .0007 .OOO 5 .0304 ,0005 
Insurance.. ..................... : .0009 .0008 -0005 .0003 .0003 .0003 
Repairs.. ....................... : .0325 .0015 .0023 .0023 .0317 .0018 
Labor.. ......................... : .0101 o 0049 .0072 -0349 .0027 .0037 
....................... Total.. :
.0269 .0198 .@I 94 .0136 .0098 -01 18 
Oklahoma : 
Depreciation.. .................. : .0112 .0090 .0054 .0036 .0042 .0044. 
Interest.. .............. .. ...... : .0060 .0051 .OO& .0017 .0020 .0021 
Taxes.. ......................... : .0015 .0014 .0307 .0005 .0006 .0006 
Insurance.. ..................... : .0012 .0010 .0006 .0003 .0004 .0005 
Repairs.. ....................... : .0029 .0018 .003 1 .0028 .0026 .0027 
Labor.. ......................... : .0119 .0068 .0082 .0052 .0030 .0044 
Total.. ........................ 
.0347 .0251 .0204 00141 .0128 .0147 
I Each of the depreciable major items of equipment feedlots with less than 1,000-head capacity and gen- 
was assigned an expected life and salvage value (per- erally declined as feedlots increased in size. When 
' 
mt of the original cost) and amortized over this use- fixed costs were based on per head of capacity, labor 
' ful life as sliown in Appendix B. Depreciation costs costs were highest for feedlots in the 2,000 - 4,999-size 
ranged from .3 cent per pound of gain for feedlots group, Ta'ble 7. Differences in fixed labor costs among 
with 10,000-head-and-over capacity to more than 1 cent feedlots can be partially offset with higher degrees 
per pound of gain for farmer-feeders, Table 6. Much of feedlot utilization rates. 
. . 
of the lower depreciation costs per pound of gain for 
the larger feedlots is the result of higher levels of 
feedlot utilization rates compared to those of the 
smaller feedlots. The major items of depreciation 
c w i  which accounted for more than 70 percent of 
the total depreciation costs, were milling equipment, 
pcns and equipment, and feed distribution equipment, 
Appendix A, Tables 3 and 4. Depreciation costs also 
varied considerably among feeding areas, Appendix A, 
Tables 5 and 6. Depreciation costs, per pound of 
gain, were generally lowest in those areas where large, 
commercial feedlots predominate. 
With increasingly larger feedlot operations in 
the Southern Plains, it was assumed in this study that 
larger proportions of the available labor force become 
fixed as the feedlots increase in size. That is, a certain 
proportion of the labor force is essential for adminis- 
trative purposes regardless of the number of cattle 
phed on feed. Labor was, therefore, classified as 
fixed or variable, by size of feedlot, as indicated in 
Appendix B. The labor force in Southern Plains 
feedlots included some or all of the following per- 
sonnel: operator or manager, yard foreman, assistant 
yard foreman, mill foreman, mill men, feeders, cow- 
Annual interest on capital investment on a per- 
head-of-capacity basis was generally as high or higher 
for feedlots with 10,000-head-or-more capacity as for 
any other size group, Table 7.6 However, when in- 
terest on fixed investments is analyzed on the basis 
of pound of gain, feedlots with 10,000-head-and-over 
capacity, as well as those with more than 5,000-head 
feeding capacity, exhibited lower interest costs than 
did other size groups, Table 6. These lower costs by 
the larger feedlots, again, were partially due to higher 
feedlot utilization rates. Annual interest costs for 
major items of equipment are indicated in Appendix 
A. Tables 7 and 8. 
Annual repair and maintenance costs, which were 
estimated by feedlot operators, contain some elements 
of variable costs since most respondents were generally 
unable to allocate repair costs between fixed or vari- 
able costs. Feedlots with 10,000-head-and-over capacity 
were generally faced with higher repair costs than 
other size groups when analyzed on the basis of per 
head of capacity, Table 7. Although repair costs and 
intensity of feedlot use are highly correlated, differ- 
ences in repair costs among size groups appear to be 
boys, office manager, 
lvleous labor. 
Fixed labor costs, 
secretary or clerk and miscel- 'Annual interest cost on fixed investment was computed, by 
major items of equipment, as follows: 
(Original Cost + Salvage Value) (.06) 
per pound of gain, were lowest Long Term Interest = 2 I 
- - 
in the Southern Plains for feedlots with 10,000-head- where .06 = the long term interest rate. Interest cost on land 
ladover capacity, Table 6. They were highest for was defined as original land cost x .06. 
Table 7: Annual fixed costs per head of capacity, by size of feedlot, Texas and Oklahoma, 7966-6' 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,030 t o  :10,030 head: 
State and item :l,000head:1,939head:4,999hea? :9,939head: andover : T o t a l  
: capacity : cagazity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
- - 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -Dollars- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Texas : 
................... Dzpreciation. : 3.0003 3.5663 3.1873 2.1609 2.1861 2.3838 
Interest..  ...................... : 1.5863 1.8071 1.7027 1.1709 1 .I894 1,2858 
Taxes ........................... : .3684 ,4228 -400 5 .2690 .2795 ,301 1 
Insurance.......................: .3545 .3807 .3048 .I951 .2130 .2304 
Re~drs.........................: .9291 .6883 1.2658 1 .LO31 1 .I988 1 ,2259 
Labor.. ....................... ..: 3.7610 2.252'7 4.0398 2.9292 1.9340 2.4577 
Total.......................... 9.9996 9.1179 10.9009 8.1252 7.0008 7.8817 
Oklahoma : 
.................... Depreciation : 2.3597 2.7582 2.7759 2.2172 2.8440 2.6765 
Interest........................: 1.2587 1.5776 1.2'776 1.0231 1.3365 1.2702 
Taxes...........................: .3237 .4266 .3598 .2932 .3789 .3579 
Insurance.......................: .2550 .2932 .3130 1893 .2956 ,2735 
Repairs. ....................... : : .6169 .5485 1 . a 2 2  1 .6946 1.8025 1 .6407 
Labor...........................: 2.53q5 2.1107 4.2998 3.1938 2.0W+ 2.6485 
Total.........................: - 7.3465 7.7148 10.5383 8.6082 3.7019 8.9074 
associated to a smaller extent with the degree of feed- 
lot utilization rates than were most other fixed-costs 
items, Table 6. T h e  practice of replacing with rapidly 
changing technological innovations the feeding and 
milling equipment impaired by obsolescence and 
exposure to elements may be as important as de,gree 
of feedlot utilization with respect to repair costs. 
Taxes on total fixed investments generally vary 
by state and among regions within a state.7 Taxes 
on fixed investments accounted for about 4 percent 
of the total annual fixed costs in the Southern Plains 
during 1966-67. Taxes were considerably lower for 
feedlots with 5,000-head-and-over capacity than for 
smaller feedlots when analyzed on the basis of pounds 
of gain, Table 6. Taxes by size of feedlot, however, 
vary to a smaller degree when analyzed on the basis 
oE capacity, Table 7. 
Although much of the equipment in numerous 
feedlots was not insured, the owner assumes an im- 
plicit risk associated with owning and operating 
various items of equipment.8 Insurance costs on fixed 
investments averagecl about 25 cents per head of 
capacity within the Southern Plains, Table 7. In  
terms of total fixed costs, insurance costs are relatively 
minor since they account for about 3 percent of the 
annual fixed costs. Insurance costs averaged about 
.04 cent per pound of gain in Texas and Oklahoma 
during 1966-67. Since the feedlot utilization rates were 
7Annual taxes on fixed investments were computed at the rate 
of .85 percent for the total feedlot fixed assets in Texas and 
1.0 percent in Oklahoma. 
%On the basis of informtion from insurance agents, Texas feed- 
lots were assessed an insurance charge equal to 1.15 percent 
of the total value of milling equipment, feed storage facilities 
ant1 equipment, feed distribution equipment, manure equip- 
ment, transportation equipment, office and office equipment 
and scales. Oklahoma feedlots were assessetl an insurance charge 
of 1.30 percent for these same items. 
approximately three times higher in the large feedloti 
than in the small lots, insurance costs per poundd 
gain were also about three times higher in the small 
feedlots. 
VARIABLE COSTS 
Variable costs are those which \,ary with ourp 
or the volume of cattle placed on feed. 'The major 
items of variable costs for Southern Plains feederswert 
feed, interest on feeder cattle, labor, cleat11 loss and 
veterinarian costs. Fuel, power and communicatioa 
expenses accounted for smaller proportions of the 
total variable costs. 
Total variable costs in Oklahoma were lowest for 
feedlots with 5,000-head-and-over capacity, Table 8. 
Although total variable costs did not differ r n a r k ~  
among size groups in Texas during 1966-67, feed]& 
with 10,000-head-and-over capacity exhibited lower 
variable feeding costs than did other sire groups, 
Table 9. 
Feed costs per pound of gain, wrliicli accounted 
for more than 80 percent of the total variable feeding 
costs, varied by size of feedlot, Tables 8 and 9, and 
by feeding area, Appendix A, Tables 9 anti 10. How 
ever, the relative importance of feed ar ;t variablecost 
item is affected by the annual price. 1r-rrc.l of the major 
feed ingredients. Feed costs per pound of gain an 
also affected by such factors as location, type of cattle 
placed on feecl and feeding practices employed. For 
example, Texas feedlots generally placecl cattle on feed 
at lower weights than did feeders in Oklalioma. Thir 
practice generally con tribu tecl to slid1 tlv lower feeding 
costs in Texas feedlots. Numerous feedlot operators 
stated that placements at lighter weights often result 
in higher feed conversion rates as a result of additional 
growth as well as weight gains tl~ror~gh t e  fattening 
process. Feed conversion rates, by size of feedlot and 
, 
type of feed, are shown in Table 10. I 
Table 8 . Variable cos t s  per pound of gain. by s i ze  of feedlot .  Oklahoma. 1966-67 
: Less than : 1. 000 t o  : 2. 000 t o  : 5. 000 t o  : 10. 000 head : 
Item . l .  000 head . I .  999 head .4.  999 head .9. 999 head:  and over : Tota l  
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
.................Dollars................. 
Feed ............................. . : . 1974 . 1999 . 1922 . 1880 . 1851 . 1873 
Labor ............................. : . 0129 . 0187 . 0164 . 0079 . 0096 . 0106 
Merest: 
Feed ............................... : . 0054 00059 . 0056 00055 00054 -0055 
Feeder cattle ...................... : . 0128 . 0137 . 0147 . 0130 . 0162 . 0151 
Labor .............................. : . 0004 . 0036 . 0005 . 0002 . 0003 . 0003 
Other ........................... : . 0003 . 0003 . 0003 . 0002 . 0002 . 0002 
Death loss ........................... : . 0028 . 0085 . 0081 .0059 -0064 . 0066 
Veterinarian and medication .......... : . 0048 . 0065 . 0048 . 0033 . 003 5 . 0038 
Gas and o i l  .......................... : . 0031 . 0027 . 0024 . 0018 . 0008 . 0013 
Electricity .......................... : . 0006 . 001 4 . 0016 . 0008 . 0011 . 0011 
Telephone and communications ......... : . 0006 . 0005 . 0013 . 0007 . 0003 . 0005 
Gther 2/ ............................. : . 0010 . 0005 . 0006 . 0004 . 0006 . 0005 
Total ....................... .. ...... . 2421 2592 -2485 . 2277 2295 . 2328 
Includes assessments f o r  Social  Securi ty and Workmanls Compensation . 
Interest charges fo r  operating c a p i t a l  f o r  f i v e  months . This does not  include i n t e r e s t  charges fo r  
feed. cattle and labor . 
1 2/ Includes charges f o r  of f ice  supplies. consultant fees.  l i a b i l i t y  insurance. taxes  on c a t t l e  and 
miscellaneous expenditures . 
The daily volume of feed consumed in Southern the highest proportion of roughage items . Daily 
Plains feetllots. on a dry weight basis. averaged more feeding rates are also affected by the size of feeder I than 21 pounds per head during 1966.67. Tables 11. cattle . For example. placements in the Texas Gulf 
i2 and 13 . Grain sorshum was the predominant type Coast and Rio Grande Plains feedlots averaged under 
of feed or concentrate fed . Daily feed consumption 400 pounds during 1966.67 . The daily feed consump 
rates were generally highest for those feedlots feeding tion in these areas averaged less than 18 pounds per 
I Table 9 . Variable costs  per pound of gain. by size of feedlot. Texas 1966-67 
I : Less than : 1. 000 t o  : 2. 000 t o  : 5. 000 t o  . l o .  000 head : Item .I. 000 head.1.999head.4.999head.9. 999 head: and over : Total : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
I 
.................Dollars................ 
...................................... Fwd : . 1689 . 1755 . 1791 . 1818 . 1764 . 1775 
Labr 1/ .................................. : . 0149 . 0130 . 0096 . 0084 . 0074 . 0080 
Intare st : 
Feed., .................................. : . 0050 . 0051 . 0053 . 0053 . 0052 . 0052 I Feeder cattle ................ ... ........ : . 0114 . 0109 . 0119 . 0119 . 0121 . 0120 
+ Labor ..................................... 0004 . 0004 . 0003 . 0003 . 0002 . 0002 
other ................................ : . 0003 . 0005 . 0003 . 0003 . 0002 . 0002 
Death loss ................................ : . 0059 . 0063 . 0068 . 0051 . 0049 . 0052 
Veterinarian and medication ............... : .00W, . 003 5 . 00 57 . 0044 . OOW, . 0046 
Ca3 and o i l  ............................... : . 0022 . 0017 . 0015 . 0015 . 0009 . 0011 
Klectricity ............................... : . 0014 . 0012 . 0014 . 0010 . 0009 . 0010 
Telephone and comruunications .............. : . 0009 . 0004 . 0007 . 0004 . 0003 . 0004 
I Other 2/ .................................. : . 0004 . 0003 . 0017 . 0014 . 0008 . 0010 
I Total .................................... . 2161 . 2188 . 2243 . 2218 . 2137 . 2164 
Includes assessments fo r  Social Security X-I? Workman' s Compensation . 
Interest charges fo r  operating cap i t a l  f o r  f i ve  months . This does not  include i n t e r e s t  charges f o r  
1 feed. cattle and labor . 
Includes charges fo r  of f ice  supplies. consultant fees. l i a b i l i t y  insuranca. taxes on c a t t l e  and 
I ltacellaneous expenditures . 11 
Table 10. Volume of feed per pound of gain, bytype of feed and size of feedlot, Texas and 
Oklahoma feedlots, 1966-67 1 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  :10,003 head: 
State and type of feed :1,030 head :1,999 head :4,999 head ~9,999 head : and over : Tot. I 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P o u n d s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
. 
Texas : 
Concentrates : 
Grain sorghum..............: 5.62 5.91 5.89 6.01 5.30 5.53 
Barley & corn..............: -29 .08 -08 .07 -14 .I2 
?re-mix....................: a39 .59 .59 .46 46 .48 
Molasses...............,...: .08 d .I7 .23 -32 .28 
Fat........................: 2/ d 005 .lo 19 .15 
Other concentrates.........: .26 019 14 .23 14 .I6 
Total..................... 6.64 6.77 6.92 7.10 6.55 6.69 
Roughage : 
silage 4/. ................. : -95 1.03 .46 .48 .34 .39 
Cottonseed hulls...........: .20 -34 50 -35 .59 .54 
........... Other roughage u : .69 .20 .53 .73 .87 . 79 
Total..................... 1.84 1.57 1 049 1.56 1.80 1.72 
Total................... 8.48 8.34 8.41 8.65 8.35 8.41 
Oklahoma: 
Concentrates : 
Grain sorghum........ ...... : 5.01 3.28 6.39 4.85 6.11 5.75 
Barley & corn..............: 1.18 2.66 1.24 I -41 .02 .61 
fie-mix....................: .73 .73 .61 .50 54 .55 
Molasses...................: -03 19 013 24 .50 .37 
Fat........................: d 005 04 -05 .06 .05 
Other concentrates.........: .03 .Oh .I3 .I0 .08 . 0'3 
Total.. ................. .: 6.98 6.95 8.54 7.15 7.31 7 .@ 
Roughage : 
Silage u. ................. : .40 .82 .22 .58 .93 .74 
Cottonseed hulls...........: -13 .64 .39 032 .I7 .25 
Other roughage u. ......... : .95 1.33 -63 1.02 -4.4 '64 1 
Total....................: 1.48 2.79 1.24. 1.92 1.5L 1.63 1 
- .  
Total..................: 8.46 9.74 9.78 9.07 8.85 9.05 I 
Assuming net market weights for fed cattle.  ,@Sage and green chop weights were adjusted t o  a 
Less than .005 pounds. dry weight basis by dividing by 3. 
2/ None reported by respondents interviewed. 
head or more than 3 pounds under the average con- 
sumption rates in Texas, Table  12. 
Total short-term interest costs made u p  from 8 
to 9 percent of the total variable feeding costs in 
Sou them Plains feedlots. Interest on feeder cattle 
alone accounted for about 70 percent of the total 
short-term interest costs or  about 6 percent of the total 
variable c0sts.Q Interest on feed accounted for most 
of the remaining short-term interest cost.lO Interest 
81nterest charges on feeder cattle = (Feeder Cattle Cost) 
(.4 16667) (.07) where: .416667 represents interest charges for 
a 5-month period and .07 represents the short-term interest 
charge. Feeder cattle costs were computed as 
( 1 ) Average Price Per Pound 
= C(1.2640) (Percent Steers) + ($2348) (Percent Heifers)] 
(2) Price Per Head 
= (Average Price Per Pound) (Average Placement Weight) 
( 3 )  Feeder Cattle Cost 
= (Average Price Per Head) (Numbers Placed on Feed) 
"Short-term interest charges for feed, labor or operating capital 
for other variable cost items = (Total Cost) (.416667) (.07). 
on operating capital for labor and other variable CN 1 
items was relatively minor. I 
Labor, which was the third most important vari- 
able cost item, represented about 4 percent of the total 
variable feeding costs. Variable labor costs in both 
Texas and Oklahoma were generally lowest for feed 
lots with 5,000-head-and-over capacity. Lower labor 
co-ts in the larger lots are partially attributable to 
higher degrees of labor specialization and more inten. 
sive use of mechanized equipment. Smaller feedlots 
generally use less specialized power equipment than 
do  large feedlots, and individual assignments in s m d  
lots often include a variety of jobs in contrast to the I 
more specialized labor structure in the larger feedlds I 
I 
Death losses, which averaged about 1.1 percent I 
in Texas and Oklahoma, accounted for about two 
and one-half percent of the total variable costs. Death 
losses generally vary among feedlots depending upon , 
size of feedlot, location, weather conditions and six 
of feeder animal placed on feed. Many feedlot open- I 
tors stated that inclement and especially rainy weather 
Table 11. Volume o f  f eed  p e r  head p e r  day, by type o f  f eed  and s i z e  o f  f e e d l o t ,  Texas and 
Oklahoma f e e d l o t s ,  1966-67 
: Less  t h a n  : 1,030 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  :10,000 head: 
State and type o f  f eed  :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over  : T o t a l  
: c a p a c i t y  : c a p a c i t y  : c a p a c i t y  : c a p a c i t y  : c a p a c i t y  : 
Concentrates : 
Grain sorghum.. ................... : 14.0 14.4 13.7 14.5 13.6 13.8 
Barley & corn.. ................... : .7 . 2 -2 .2 .4 . 3
.......................... he-mix. : 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.2 
........................ Molasses.. : 1/ .4 .6 .8 .7 
Fat,. ............................. : 2 2/ . 1 .2 .5 .4 
Other concentrates.. .............. : .6 .5 .3 .6 -4 -4 
........................... Totd. 16.5 16.5 16.1 17.2 16.9 16.8 
Roughage : 
" - 
silage 2 / .  ........................ : 2.4 2.5 1.1 1.2 .9 1 .O 
Cottonseed hulls.. ................ : .5 .8 1.2 .8 1.5 1.3 
................ Other roughage 2/. : 1.7 .5 1.2 1.8 2 . 2 2.0 
Total,. ......................... : 4.6 3.8 3.5 3.8 4. 6 4.3 
~otal.........................: 21.1 20.3 19.6 21 .O 21.5 21 .I 
Oklahoma : . 
Concentrates : . 
.................... Grain sorghum. : 7 2.2 7.7 74.7 72.8 14.6 74.0 
................... Barley & corn.. : 2.9 6.3 2.8 3.7 .1 1 .5 
he-mix.. ........................ .: 1.8 1.7 1.4 1 .3 1.3 1.3 
Molasses. ......................... : .5 .3 .6 1.2 2 .9 Fat.. ............................. : .1 .1 .l .1 .1 
Other concentrates. ............... : .1 .1 .3 .3 .2 . 2 
Total.. ........................ .: 17.1 16.4 19.6 18.8 17.5 18.0 
Roughage : 
Silage 2/ .  ........................ : 1 .O 1.9 .5 1.5 2 . 2 1.8 
Cottonseed hul ls . .  ................ : .3 1.5 .9 . 9 .6 
Other roughage 2/. ................ : 2.3 3.1 1.5 2.7 1 .I 1 .5 
Total...........................: 3.6 6.5 2.9 5.1 3.7 3.9 
Tc~td.......................... 20.7 22.9 22.5 23.9 21.2 21 .9 
1/ Less than .05 pound. 
None reported by f e e d l o t s  interviewed. 
2/ Silage and green chop weights  were ad jus ted  t o  a d r y  weight b a s i s  by d i v i d i n g  by 3. 
conditions tend to increase death losses. In the South- 
em Plains death losses were generally lower in feedlots 
with 5,000-head-and-over capacity compared to feed- 
lots with less than 5,000-head capacity. Several factors 
tend to contribute to this pattern. The large feedlots 
are located primarily in the Texas and Oklahoma 
Panhandle areas where climatic conditons are con- 
sidered. relatively favorable for cattle feeding. Also, 
laqtr feedlots often retain personnel such as trained 
veterinarians or practical veterinarians who are cap- 
able of providing immediate medication and other 
necessary aid. In addition, feedlots with 10,000-head- 
and-over capacity generally placed cattle on feed at 
relatively heavier weights than did smaller feedlots. 
Heavier and more mature feeder cattle are often less 
susceptible to disease and sickness than are lighter 
weight feeder cattle. 
Veterinarian and medication costs represented 
about 2 percent of the total variable costs during 
1966-67. It is interesting to note that veterinarian 
and medication expenses were not necessarily higher 
for those size groups which also had relatively higher 
death losses. 
Gas and oil, as well as electricity, accounted for 
less than 1 percent of the total variable feeding costs 
in the Southern Plains. Gas and oil expenditures 
were relatively lower for the large feedlots in both 
Texas and Oklahoma during 1966-67. Other items 
of variable costs included telephone and communica- 
tions as well as office supplies, consultant fees and 
other miscellaneous expenditures. 
TOTAL FEEDING COST 
Variable costs - those costs directly affected by 
daily management decisions and volume - accounted 
for 95 percent of the total feeding costs in the Southern 
Plains during 1966-67, Table 14. The  proportion of 
total costs accounted for by variable costs in Texas 
ranged from 96 percent for feedlots with 10,000-head- 
and-over capacity to 89 percent for feedlots with less 
than 1,000-head capacity. In Oklahoma, the propor- 
tion of total costs represented by variable costs ranged 
from 95 percent for the larger feedlots to 87 percent 
for the farmer-feeder operations. The proportion of 
total feeding costs represented by variable costs also 
varied by feeding areas, Appendix A, Tables 11 and 
Table 12. Volume of feed per head per day, by type of feed, and feeding area, Texas 
feedlots,  1966-67 
Feeding area 
Less than .05 pound. 
Silage and green chop weights were adjusted t o  a dry weight basis  by dividing by 3. 
Type of feed 
. . : Gulf Coast : 
: Panhandle- : Plateau- : East : and Rio : Total  
. Plains : Pecos : Texas : Grande Plains : 
Table 13. Volume of feed per head per day, by type of feed and feeding area, Oklahoma, 1966-67 I 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P o u n d s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '  
Feeding area I 
I 
1/ Less than .05 pound. 1 
Concentrates : . 
Grain sorghum..............: 14.6 11.5 12.3 12.2 13.8 
Barley and corn............: .2 1.0 1 .O I/ .3 
e e - d x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  1.2 .9 -9 1.5 1.2 
.7 Molasses...................: .7 1.2 .7 . 4 
Type of feed . 
:Southeastern : 
: Panhandle : Northern : and Central :Southwestern : Tota l  
: Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Oklahoma : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  P o u n d s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
. 
Concentrates : 
Grain sorghum........ ........... : 15.0 6.6 13 .O 14.7 14.0 
Barley & corn...................: -4 9.3 1.2 2.0 1.5 
be-mix.........................: 1.4 2.0 .6 1.6 1.3 
Molasses........................: 1.3 .8 .1 .9 
Fat.............................: .I ij -2 .3 .1 
Other concentrates..............: .I .1 .9 .2 ,2 
Total.......................... 18.3 18.1 16.7 18.9 18.0 
. 
Roughage : 
Silage d.. .................... .: 2.7 1.5 .6 .2 1.8 
Silage and green chop weights were adjusted t o  a dry weight basis by d iv idhg  by 3. ! 
I 
I 
, 1 
Fat........................: 4 .3 -5 .2 .4 
Other concentrates.........: .4 -7 .5 .3 .4 
Total....................: 17.5 15.6 15.9 14.6 16.8 
. 
. ! 
Roughage : 
................ Silage u.. : .9 1.3 -4 1.6 1 .O 
Cottonseed hulls...........: 1.6 1.4 1.2 .5 1.3 
Other roughage V.. ........ : 2.2 1.8 2.5 1.0 2.0 
Total....................: 4.7 4 .  5 4.1 3.1 4.3 
Total..................: 22.2 20.1 20.0 17.7 21.1 1 
Cottonseed hulls................: .2 1.6 1.4 .7 .6 
Other roughage d.. ............. : 1.4 2.8 2.0 1.2 1.5 
Total.........................: 
~ 
4 • 3 5 09 4-0 2.1 3.9 
Total.......................: 
- 22.6 24.0 20.7 21 .O 21.9 
1 Table 14. T o t d  feeding costs per pound of gain ,  by type of cost and size 
of feed lo t ,  Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-07 
: Less thm : 1,000 to : 2,M)O to : 5,030 to :10,000 head: 
r*U tmc ,::,OLx3 heed :1,993 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over : Total 
. capacfty : capacity : capncity : capacity : capacity : 
12. Snlyler feedlots generally exhibited higher pro- 
portions of fixed costs than did the larger feedlots 
because of lower feedlot utilization rates. 
I Total feeding costs were slightly higher and more varied among feedlots during 1966-67 in Oklahoma 
than was generally true for Texas feedlots. Feedlots 
Table 15. Feeding costs ,  per  pound of gain, of custom feedlot  operators 
in selected feeding areas,  Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67 
Item : Texas : Oklahoma 
: Panhandle-Plains: Panhandle 
- -- - 
.-------------- Dollars------------------ 
Total  variable cost..............: .2167 .2227 
Less: 
I n t e r e s t  on feeder cat t le . . :  .0120 .0125 
Death loss.................: .0049 ,0049 
Total  non-custom.........: .0169 .0174 
Adjusted variable cost...........: .I998 .2053 
Tota l  fixed cost.................: .0105 .0130 
. . Total  custom feeding cost.. .;. .: .2103 .2183 
I/ See Appendix A, Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12. Custom feeding cos t s  i n  
the above tab le  do not  r e f l e c t  a w k - u p  f o r  p rof i t .  
inoklahoma generally placed a heavier feeder industry often lament the economic of cattle 
animal on feed than did Texas feedlots. Heavier feeding when negative price margins prevail. How- 
t feeder animals often represent higher investment costs, ever, profit margins can be and often are favorable higher interest costs, lower feed conversion rates and when fat cattle prices are below feeder cattle prices, higher daily feed consumption rates. However, heavier depending upon feeding costs per pound of gain. weight feeder cattle often finish out at relatively higher 
p d e s  and often also command a higher price i n  the Tables 16, 17 and 18 show breakeven prices at : market than do lighter weight feeder cattle. various combinations oE feeder cattle prices and feed- 
t Feeding co5ts, as shown in Table 14, are gen- rrally higher than those acknowledged by many of the feedlots interviewed - primarily the smaller feed- lots. The smaller feedlots, especially farmer-feeders, I often are not assessing charges for such items as de- 
preciation, interw on fixed investments and variable 
cost items, insurance and labor costs. Such cost items, 
ngardless of Fource, represent inputs to the feeding 
enterprise and contribute to total feeding costs. In 
addition, assessments for such items as interest on 
feeder cattle and death losses were generally not borne 
by the custom feeder. Hence, charges for such items 
uenot included in feeding costs assessed by the custom 
feeder. 
The Texas Panhandle-Plains area and the Okla- 
hma Panhandle are the two most important custom 
feeding areas within the Southern Plains. Elimination 
d assessments for interest on feeder cattle and death 1 lanr for example, decreased feeding costs to the 
custom opera tor in the Texas Panhandle-Plains area 
by10.0169, per pound of gain, as compared to $0.0174 
for the custom operator in the Oklahoma Panhandle 
during 1966-67, Table 15. 
I BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS 
! Cattlemen and feedlot operators often express 
! concern about breakeven prices and especially nega- 
i tive fat cattle price margins. Various authorities in the livestock industry and especially in the feeding 
ing costs per pound of gain for a 500-~ound feeder 
animal under assumptions of a 250, 300 and 350-pound 
net gain, respectively.11 The data in Table 16 indicate 
that it is profitable to feed a 500-pound feeder animal 
costing $28 per hundredweight and selling for $26 per 
hundredweight when feeding costs do not exceed 22 
cents per pound of gain. On the other hand, if this 
same feeder animal had cost $30 per hundredweight 
and total feeding costs for a 250-pound net gain were 
22 cents per pound, then the breakeven price would 
be $27.33. The data in Table 16 also show that the 
breakeven price increases about 33 cents per hundred- 
weight for each I-cent increase in total feeding cost for 
a 500-pound feeder animal with a 250-pound net gain. 
In contrast, the breakeven price for a 500-pound feeder 
animal with a 350-pound net gain increases 41 cents 
per hundredweight for each I-cent increase in total 
feeding costs, Table 18. 
These tables also show that increased net pounds 
of gain at the same feeding costs result in lower break- 
even prices provided costs per pound of gain do not 
exceed the purchase price of the feeder animal. For 
example, assume a 500-pound feeder animal was laid- 
in at the feedlot at $28 per hundredweight. According 
to Tables 16 and 17, the breakeven price for this 
animal would have been 25 cents per hundredweight 
lower for a 300-pound net gain than for a 250-pound 
net gain, assuming a total feeding cost of 22 cents per 
pound of gain. A 350-pound net gain for this same 
animal would have resulted in a breakeven price 
(Purchase Price) (Weight of Feeder Animal) + (Net Pounds of Gain) (Feeding Cost/Pound) 
"Breakeven price = Net Sale Weight 1 b k e a n  tables were also developed for 400, 600. 700 and 800-pound feeder animals. 
Table 16 . Schedule of breakeven p r ices  f o r  a 500 pound feeder animal with a 250 pound n e t  gain a t  se lec ted  feeder 
c a t t l e  p r i ces  and feeding cos t s  per  pound of gain  21 
Total  feeding cos t  per  pound of gain  (cents)  
Total  feeder 
c a t t l e  cos t  2/ : 
: 15 : 16 : 17 : 18 : 19 : 20 : 21 : 22 : 23 : 24 : 25 : 26 : 27 : 28 : 29 : 30 
..... 
Dollars per 100 
pounds : 
15.00 ............... 15.00 
16.00 ............... 15.67 
17.00 ............... 16.33 
18.00 ............... 17.00 
19.00 ............... 17.67 
20.00 ............... 18.33 
21.00 ............... 19.00 
22.00 ............... 19.67 
23.00 ............... 20.33 
24.00 ............... 21.00 
25.00 ............... 21.67 
26.00 ............... 22.33 
27.00 ............... 23.00 
28.00 ............... 23.67 
29.00 ............... 24.33 
30.00 ............... 25.00 
31.00 ............... 25.67 
32.00 ............... 26.33 
33.00 ............... 27.00 
34.00 ............... 27.67 
............... 35.00 28.33 
36.00 ............... 29.00 
37.00 ............... 29.67 
38.00 ............... 30.33 
39.00 ............... 31.00 
40.00 ............... 31.67 
....... Breakeven s a l e s  p r i c e  (dol lars /cwt)-  ....................... 
1/  Net gain assumes a  4 percent shrink a t  s a l e  . 
. 
2 /  Delivered or "laid-in" cost  a t  the feedlot  . 
. 
Table 17 . Schedule of breakeven p r ices  f o r  a 500 pound feeder animal with a 300 pound net  gain a t  se lec ted  feeder 
c a t t l e  p r i ces  and feeding cos t s  per pound of gain  11  
Total  feeding cos t  per pound of gain  (cents) 
. . .  
Total  feeder . : 
c a t t l e  cos t  L/ : 17 18 : 19 : 20 : 21 22 : 23 : 24 : 25 : 26 : 27 28 29 : 30 
......................... ....................... Breakeven s a l e s  p r i c e  (dollars/cwt)- 
Dollars per 100 : 
pounds : 
15.00 ........... .15.00 15.38 15.75 16.13 16.50 16.88 17.25 17.63 18.00 18.38 18.75 19.13 19.50 19.88 20.25 20.63 
16.00 ........... . 15 .63  16.00 16.38 16.75 17.13 17.50 17.88 18.25 18.63 19.00 19.38 19.75 20.13 20.50 20.88 21.25 
17.00 ........... . 16 .25  16.63 17.00 17.38 17.75 18.13 18.50 18.88 19.25 19.63 20.00 20.38 20.75 21.13 21.50 21.88 
18.00 ........... : 16.88 17.25 17.63 18.00 18.38 18.75 19.13 19.50 19.88 20.25 20.63 21.00 21.38 21.75 22.13 22.50 
19.00 ........... .17.50 17.88 18.25 18.63 19.00 19.38 19.75 20.13 20.50 20.88 21.25 21.63 22.00 22.38 22.75 23.13 
20.00 ........... : 18.13 18.50 18.88 19.25 19.63 20.00 20.38 20.75 21.13 21.50 21.88 22.25 22.63 23.00 23.38 23.75 
21.00 ............ 18.75 19.13 19.50 19.88 20.25 20.63 21.00 21.38 21.75 22.13 22.50 22.88 23.25 23.63 24.00 24.38 
22.00 ............ 1 9.38 19.75 20.13 20.50 20.88 21.25 21.63 22.00 22.38 22.75 23.13 23.50 23.88 24.25 24.63 25.00 
23.00 ............ 2 0.00 20.38 20.75 21.13 21.50 21.88 22.25 22.63 23.00 23.38 23.75 24.13 24.50 24.88 25.25 25.63 
24.00 ............ 2 0.63 21.00 21.38 21.75 22.13 22.50 22.88 23.25 23.63 24.00 24.38 24.75 25.13 25.50 25.88 26.25 
25.00 ............ 2 1.25 21.63 22.00 22.38 22.75 23.13 23.50 23.88 24.25 24.63 25.00 25.38 25.75 26.13 26.50 26.88 
26.00 ............ 2 1.88 22.25 22.63 23.00 23.38 23.75 24.13 24.50 24.88 25.25 25.63 26.00 26.38 26.75 27.13 27.50 
27.00 ............ 22.50 22.88 23.25 23.63 24.00 24.38 24.75 25.13 25.50 25.88 26.25 26.63 27.00 27.38 27.75 28.13 
28.00 ........... . 23 .13  23.50 23.88 24.25 24.63 25.00 25.38 25.75 26.13 26.50 26.88 27.25 27.63 28.00 28.38 28.75 
29.00 ............ 23.75 24.13 24.50 24.88 25.25 25.63 26.00 26.38 26.75 27.13 27.50 27.88 28.25 28.63 29.00 29.38 
30.00 ............ 24.38 24.75 25.13 25.50 25.88 26.25 26.63 27.00 27.38 27.75 28.13 28.50 28.88 29.25 29.63 30.00 
31.00 ........... .25.00 25.38 25.75 26.13 26.50 26.88 27.25 27.63 28.00 28.38 28.75 29.13 29.50 29.88 30.25 30.63 
32.00 ........... . 25 .63  26.00 26.38 26.75 27.13 27.50 27.88 28.25 28.63 29.00 29.38 29.75 30.13 30.50 30.88 31.25 
33.00 ........... . 26 .25  26.63 27.00 27.38 27.75 28.13 28.50 28.88 29.25 29.63 30.00 30.38 30.75 31.13 31.50 31.88 
34.00, ........... 2 6.88 27.25 27.63 28.00 28.38 28.75 29.13 29.50 29.88 30.25 30.63 31.00 31.38 31.75 32.13 32.50 
35.00 ........... .27.50 27.88 28.25 28.63 29.00 29.38 29.75 30.13 30.50 30.88 31.25 31.63 32.00 32.38 32.75 33.13 
36.00 ............ 2 8.13 28.50 28.88 29.25 29.63 30.00 30.38 30.75 31.13 31.50 31.88 32.25 32.63 33.00 33.38 33.75 
37.00 ............ 2 8.75 29.13 29.50 29.88 30.25 30.63 31.00 31.38 31.75 32.13 32.50 32.88 33.25 33.63 34.00 34.38 
38.00 ............ 2 9.38 29.75 30.13 30.50 30.88 31.25 31.63 32.00 32.38 32.75 33.13 33.50 33.88 34.25 34.63 35.00 
39.00 ............ 3 0.00 30.38 30.75 31.13 31.50 31.88 32.25 32.63 33.00 33.38 33.75 34.13 34.50 34.88 35.25 35.63 
40.00 ............ 30.63 31.00 31.38 31.75 32.13 32.50 32.88 33.25 33.63 34.00 34.38 34.75 35.13 35.50 35.88 36.25 
-- - ... 
11 Net gain  assumes a 4 percent shr ink a t  s a l e  . 
- 
2 1 Delivered o r  "laid-in" cos t  a t  the  feedlot  . 
.
Table  18  . Schedule of breakeven p r i c e s  f o r  a 500 pound f eede r  animal w i t h  a 350 pound n e t  g a i n  a t  s e l e c t e d  f eede r  
c a t t l e  p r i c e s  and f eed ing  c o s t s  pe r  pound of ga in  A/ 
T o t a l  f eed ing  c o s t  p e r  pound of g a i n  ( cen t s )  
T o t a l  f e e d e r  : 
c a t t l e  c o s t  21: 
: 1 5  : 16 : 17 : 18  : 19 : 20 : 21 : 22 : 23 : 24 : 25 : 26 : 27 : 28 : 29 : 30 
....................... 
.......................... Breakeven s a l e s  p r i c e  (do l l a r s / cwt ) -  
Do l l a r s  p e r  100 : 
pounds : 
15.00 .......... 15.00 15.41 15.82 16.24 16.65 17.06 17.47 17.88 18.29 18.71 19.12 19.53 19.94 20.35 20.76 21.18 
16.00 .......... 1 5.59 16.00 16.41 16.82 17.24 17.65 18.06 18.47 18.88 19.29 19.71 20.12 20.53 20.94 21.35 21.76 
17.00 ......... . 1 6 . 1 8  16.59 17.00 17.41 17.82 18.24 18.65 19.06 19.47 19.88 20.29 20.71 21.12 21.53 21.94 22.35 
18.00. ......... 16.76 17.18 17.59 18.00 18.41 18.82 19.24 19.65 20.06 20.47 20.88 21.29 21.71 22.12 22.53 22.94 
19.00 ......... : 17.35 17.76 18.18 18.59 19.00 19.41 19.82 20.24 20.65 21.06 21.47 21.88 22.29 22.71 23.12 23.53 
20.00 ......... . 17 .94  18.35 18.76 19.18 19.59 20.00 20.41 20.82 21.24 21.65 22.06 22.47 22.88 23.29 23.71 24.12 
21.00 .......... 18.53 18.94 19.35 19.76 20.18 20.59 21.00 21.41 21.82 22.24 22.65 23.06 23.47 23.88 24.29 24.71 
22.00 .......... 19.12 19.53 19.94 20.35 20.76 21.18 21.59 22.00 22.41 22.82 23.24 23.65 24.06 24.47 24.88 25.29 
23.00 ......... . 1 9 . 7 1  20.12 20.53 20.94 21.35 21.76 22.18 22.59 23.00 23.41 23.82 24.24 24.65 25.06 25.47 25.88 
.......... 24.00 2 0.29 20.71 21.12 21.53 21.94 22.35 22.76 23.18 23.59 24.00 24.41 24.82 25.24 25.65 26.06 26.47 
25.00 ......... . 2 0 . 8 8  21.29 21.71 22.12 22.53 22.94 23.35 23.76 24.18 24.59 25.00 25.41 25.82 26.24 26.65 27.06 
26.00 .......... 21.47 21.88 22.29 22.71 23.12 23.53 23.94 24.35 24.76 25.18 25.59 26.00 26.41 26.82 27.24 27.65 
27.00 ......... . 2 2 . 0 6  22.47 22.88 23.29 23.71 24.12 24.53 24.94 25.35 25.76 26.18 26.59 27.00 27.41 27.82 28.24 
.......... 28.00 2 2.65 23.06 23.47 23488 24.29 24.71 25.12 25.53 25.94 26.35 26.76 27.18 27.59 28.00 28.41 28.82 
29.00 .......... 2 3.24 23.65 24.06 24.47 24.88 25.29 25.71 26.12 26.53 26.94 27.35 27.76 28.18 28.59 29.00 29.41 
30.00 .......... 2 3.82 24.24 24.65 25.06 25.47 25.88 26.29 26.71 27.12 27-53 27.94 28.35 28.76 29.18 29.59 30.00 
31.00 ......... . 2 4 . 4 1  24.82 25.24 25.65 26.06 26.47 26.88 27.29 27.71 28.12 28.53 28.94 29.35 29.76 30.18 30.59 
32.00 .......... 2 5.00 25.41 25.82 26.24 26.65 27.06 27.47 27.88 28-29 28.71 29.12 29.53 29.94 30.35 30.76 31.18 
33.00 .......... 2 5.59 26.00 26.41 26.82 27.24 27.65 28.06 28.47 28.88 29.29 29.71 30.12 30.53 30.94 31.35 31.76 
34.00 .......... 26.18 26.59 27.00 27.41 27.82 28.24 28.65 29.06 29.47 29.88 30.29 30.71 31.12 31.53 31.94 32.35 
35.00 ......... . 2 6 . 7 6  27.18 27.59 28.00 28.41 28.82 29.24 29.65 30.06 30.47 30.88 31.29 31.71 32.12 32.53 32.94 
36.00 .......... 2 7.35 27.76 28.18 28.59 29.00 29.41 29.82 30.24 30.65 31.06 31.47 31.88 32.29 32.71 33.12 33.53 
37.00 .......... 27.94 28.35 28.76 29.18 29.59 30.00 30.41 30.82 31.24 31.65 32.06 32.47 32.88 33.29 33.71 34.12 
38.00 .......... 2 8.53 28.94 29.35 29.76 30.18 30.59 31.00 31.41 31.82 32.24 32.65 33.06 33.47 33.88 34.29 34.71 
39.00 .......... 29.12 29.53 29.94 30.35 30.76 31.18 31.59 32.00 32.41 32.82 33.24 33.65 34.06 34.47 34.88 35.29 
40.00 .......... 2 9.71 30.12 30.53 30.94 31.35 31.76 32.18 32.59 33.00 33.41 33.82 34.24 34.65 35.06 35.47 35.88 
1/ Net ga in  assumes a 4 pe rcen t  s h r i n k  a t  s a l e  . 
.2 1  Del ivered  o r  " la id- in"  c o s t  a t  t h e  f e e d l o t  . 
.
which was 22 cents per hundredweight lower than a 
Wpound net gain, Tables 17 and 18. 
Feeder cattle costs in Table 18 can also be used 
to demonstrate the effect of area differences in feeder 
cattle costs on breakeven prices. For example, if laid- 
in costs for a feeder animal in feeding area A is $24.00 
per hundredweight compared to $27.00 for a similar 
animal in area B, with total feeding cost equal to 
22 cents per pound of gain in both areas, the break- 
even price in area A is $23.18 compared to $24.94 in 
area B, The 63 differential, per hundredweight, in 
feeder cattle costs results in a breakeven price differ- 
ential of $1.76 per hundredweight or a total feeding 
cost differential of 5 14.96 per head. 
I EFFECT OF GRAIN SORGHUM PRICE 
I CHANGES ON FEED COSTS 
Efficiency in the feedlot industry, as in other 
1 industries, is dependent upon such things as up-to-the- 
1 minute knowledge of the price of resource inputs and 
the effect of such price changes on production costs. 
i The price of grain sorghum, one of the major feed 
( ingredients in the Southern Plains, may vary both 
I l i ong  and within feeding areas. I The effect of grain sorghum price changes or differentials on feed costs per pound of gain can be 
, seen in Tables 19 and 20. For example, for each 
$1 increase in the price per ton of grain sorghum, 1 feed costs increase 66 cents per head [(. 1.530 - .l.500) 
@?O)] for a feeder animal fed a daily ration of 12 
pounds of grain sorghum for 110 days when other 
feed costs are lield constant at $0.0600 per pound of 
gain. In contrast, feed costs rise about $1.08 per head 
for each dollar increase per ton in the price of grain 
sorghum for an animal fed 16 pounds of grain sor- 
1. Tabla 19. Effect of main sorghum price changes o r  d i f f e ren t i a l s  on feed cos t s  ! for a 110.&%~ feeding period a t  selected r a t e s  of gain 
1 p Marketable gain (pounds)u 1, Gl$ s0"'u. 1 
1 : 220 : 275 : 330 : 385 
I 
.----------- Fee? cost/pound of gain (dollarsl---------- 
\ ~ o ~ c r s  par ton: I 
I 1/ bsumfng a feeding period of 110 days and a da i ly  grain sorghum consumption mof 12 pounds. Feed costs include a constant charge of $ .0600 f o r  other M !ngrdisnts. 
1 Asmine a 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 mrketable  r a t e  of gain per head per day 
rt@ively. 
Table 20. Effect  of grain sorghum price changes o r  d i f f e ren t i a l s  on feed costs  
f o r  a 135-day feeding period a t  selected r a t e s  of gain 1/ 
- - 
Marketable gain (pounds)2/ 
Grain sorghum : 
price 
: 270 : 337.5 : 405 : 472.5 
.-__I_______ Feed cost/pound of eain (dollarsl----------- 
Dollars +er ton: : 
$ 30.00. .......... .: .1900 .1660 .I500 .I386 
31.03.. .......... : .I940 .I692 .I527 .I43 
32.00....... ..... : .I980 .I724 .I553 -1431 
33.09............: .2020 .1756 .I580 -1454 
34 .OO. ........... : .2060 .1788 .I607 .I477 
35.09............: .2100 .I820 .I633 .1530 
36.00.. .......... : .214O .1852 .I660 .I523 
37.03............: .2183 .I884 .I687 .I546 
38.03.. .......... : .2220 ,1976 .I713 .1569 
39.00............: .2260 .I948 .I740 -1591 
40.00............: .2300 .I983 .I767 .I614 
41.03............: .2340 .2012 .I793 .I637 
42.03............: .2380 .20U .I820 .1660 
43.00. ........... : .x20 .2076 .I846 .I683 
&.39............: ..?&&I .2108 .1873 .I706 
45.00............: .2500 .2140 -1900 ,1729 
1/ Assuming a feeding period of 135 days and a d a i l y  grain sorghum consumption 
r a t e  of 16 pounds. Feed cos t s  include a constant charge of $.0700 f o r  other  feed 
ingredients. 
Assuming a 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 marketable r a t e  of gain per head per day, 
respectively. 
ghum per day for 135 days when other feed costs are 
held constant at $0.0700 per pound of gain. The  
latter example demonstrates that when the price of 
,grain sorghum declines from $38 to $34 per ton, as 
occurred in the Southern Plains between 1966-67 and 
1968, feeding costs may decline as much as $4.35 per 
head when other feed costs are held constant. 
Tables 19 and 20 also demonstrate the effect of 
grain sorghum price differentials among various feed- 
ing areas. During 1966-67, grain sorghum prices were 
approximately $3 per ton higher in the Texas Gulf 
Coast-Rio Grande Plains feeding area than in the 
Texas Panhandle-Plains area. Given such a grain 
sorghum price differential and provided the same type 
of feeder cattle were placed on feed under similar 
feeding conditons in each area, feed costs would have 
been $1.98 per head higher in the Gulf Coast-Rio 
Grande Plains than in the Texas Panhandle-Plains 
area for a I 10-day feeding period, Table 19. Simi- 
larly, feed costs would have been $3.24 per head higher 
in the Gulf Coast-Rio Grande Plains area for a 135-day 
feeding period, Table 20. These data suggest that 
feeding areas as the Gulf Coast-Rio Grande Plains, 
which are faced with a competitive disadvantage with 
respect to grain sorghum prices, can more nearly 
compete by feeding light weight feeder cattle for rela- 
tively short feeding periods. 
EFFECT OF DAILY RATE OF GAIN ON FEED 
COSTS AND CUSTOM FEEDING CHARGES 
PER POUND OF GAIN 
Daily rates of gain are of prime importance when 
feed costs and total feeding costs are analyzed on a 
per-pound-of-gain basis. Fluctuations in daily rates 
of gain, therefore, have important implications for the 
feedlot operator and clients of the custom feeder. 
T a b l e  21. E f f e c t  o f  d a i l y  r a t e  o f  g a i n  on f e e d  c o s t ,  p e r  ?ound o f  marke tab le  
g a i n ,  f o r  s e l e c t e d  f e e d i n g  p e r i o d s  1/ 
Table 22. Ef fec t  of d a i l y  r a t e  of gain on feed cos t ,  per pound of asrketstle 
gain, f o r  selected f w d i n g  periods 1/ 
Feeding  p e r i o d  (days)  
D a i l y  r a t e  : 
o f  g a i n  : 
(pounds) : 100 : 110 : 120 : 130 : 140 
------ Feed cost/.pound o f  ~ a i n  (dollars)-----  
Assuming feed  c o s t s  o f  $38.50 p s r  ton .  
Assumes a d a i l y  feed  consum?tion r a t e  o f  18 ,  19 ,  20, 21, and 22 pounds, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
Tables 21 and 22 show changes in feed cost per 
pound of gain as daily rates of gain increase for 
selected feeding periods with associated daily feed 
consumption rates.12 For example, if we assume a 
feeding period of 100 days, a daily feed consumption 
rate of 18 pounds per head and feed costs of $38.50 
per ton, changes in daily rates of gain from 2.0 to 2.1 
p u n d s  result in decreased feeding costs equal to 
$0.0083 ($0.1733 - 30.1650) per pound of gain, Table 
21. This decline in feeding cost is equivalent to 
60.0174 per day ($0.0083 X 2.1) or $1.74 per head 
($0.0174 x 100). Similarly, if the daily rates of gain 
had increased from 3.1 to 3.2 pounds for a 100-day 
feed period, feed costs would have declined $1.12 per 
head. If the feeding period had been extended to 
140 days with a daily feed consumption rate of 22 
pounds per head and feed costs at 538.50 per ton, feed 
costs would have declined $2.97 per head with in- 
creases in daily rates of gain from 2.0 to 2.1 pounds. 
However, if the daily rate of gain for a 140-day feeding 
period had increased from 3.1 to 3.2 pounds, feed costs 
would have declined 51.93 per head. These results 
indicate that substantial savings in feed costs are 
possible as daily rates of gain increase one-tenth pound 
per head. In  addition, differences in feed costs per 
pound of gain tend to increase as feeding periods are 
extended along with associated increases in daily feed 
consumption rates. Also, differences in feed cost per 
pound of gain, for similar feeding periods, tend to 
decrease as daily rates of gain increase in accordance 
with the assumptions made in Table 21. 
When feed costs are assumed to increase from 
$38.50 to $42.50 per ton, feeding costs increase $0.0179 
per pound of gain for a 100-day period with a 2-pound 
daily rate of gain, Tables 21 and 22. However, if the 
daily rate of gain had been 3.2 pounds for a lOOday 
lZFeed cost per pound of gain = 
[(Daily Consumption) (Feeding Period)] [Feed Cost/Ton] 
2,000 
(Daily Rate of Gain) (Feeding Period) 
Feeding period (days) 2J 
Daily r a t e  : 
of gain : 
(pounds) : 100 : 110 : 120 : 1 : 110 
:------------------- Feed cost/pound of gain (dollars)------- 
2.5.. ........ : .1912 
2.1 .......... : .I821 
Z.Z..........: .I739 
2.3..........: .l663 
Z.L..........: .159L 
2.5..........: .I533 
2.6.. ....... .: .1L71 
2.7... ....... : .1L17 
2.8 ......... .: .I365 
2.9..........: .1319 
3.0 .......... : .I275 
3.1..........: . I231 
3.2...... .... : .I195 
1/ Assuming feed cos t s  of 8L2.53 per ton. 
Assumes a d a i l y  feed c3nsunption r a t e  of 18 ,  19, 20, 21, and 22 >ounds, 
respectively. 
feeding period, the increase in feed cost would have 
been $0.01 12 per pound of gain. 
Tables 23 and 24 demonstrate the effect d 
changes in daily rates of gain on custom feediq 
charges. Total custom feeding costs decrease S0.010i 
per pound of gain when the daily rate of gain increaa 
from 2.0 to 2.1 pounds for a 100-day feeding period 
with basic feed costs held constant at $38.50 per ton, 
Table 23. This  decline is equivalent to 52.25 per head 
compared to $2.42 per head when basic feed costs art 
542.50 per ton, Table 24. 
These results indicate the extreme sensitivity d 
changes in daily rates of gain to both feed costs ano 
custom feeding costs per pound of gain. These resula 
also suggest that feedlot operators who analyze rate! 
of gain on a frequent basis are in a relatively favor 
able position to realize possible savings or reduction! 
in feed costs. 
ECONOMIES OF SIZE 
Analyses of cost curves are useful for determining 
the efficiency of feedlots relative to the level of outpu~ 
or  production. Short-run average cost cunres (SAC,, 
SAC,, SAC,), as shown in Figure 3, represent three 
Table 23. Effect of da i ly  r a t e  of gain on custom feeding coats, per pound of 
marketable gain, fo r  selected feeding periods Ij 
Feeding period (days) 2J 
Daily r a t e  : 
of gain : 
(pvmds) : 100 : 110 : 120 : 130 : 1LO 
- - - - Total feedina coat/wund of rain (dollarsl- - - - - - - 
1/ Aarmming custom feeding chargea of $38.50 par ton, plus a mark-up of $7.9 
per ton for  handling and other charges and $3.50 per head for mdicatlon, v a e c h -  
t ion ,  branding, e tc .  
Aaaumss a d a i l y  feed coneumption r a t e  of 18, 19, 20, 21, md 22 pounds, 
r a a p c t i v e l y .  
1 ?&lo&. Effect of da l ly  rate of  gain 3n custom feeding costs, per pound of 
marketable gain,  for selected feeding periods lJ 
Feeding period (days) a 
. . 
(&a) : 100 : 110 : 120 : 130 : 110 
I 
I .- ------ T o t a l  feedine: cost/pound of gain (dollars)------ 
1 bming custom feeding charges of $42.50 Ter ton, plus a mark-up of ' $ 7 ; ~  ton fop handling and other charges and $3.53 per head f o r  medication, ( mimtio~, Lrmding c t c .  
31 bslnnes a do i ly  feed consumption rate of 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 pounds, 
nrJcEtlvely. 
specific but successively larger feed mills for three dif- 
ferent sizes of feedlots. Production costs may vary in 
each feedlot as output increases or decreases in rela tion 
to feedlot utilization rate. The long-run average cost 
curve (LAC) represents an envelope curve which is 
tangent to each of the short-run average cost curves 
md is a theoretical expansion path of minimum per- 
unit production costs as feedlots increase in size. 
Levels of production as indicated in Figure 3 at 
point A on SAC,, point B on SAC2 and point C on 
SACa represent least cost long-run feeding levels for 
these outputs. Each of the short-run average cost 
curves represents an infinitestimal number of costs 
hose points are determined by varying feedlot u tili- 
I OL O u t p u t  (pounds of gain) 
' 
F 
I Figure 3. Tlieoretical cost curves for a feedlot. 
ntim rates for the specified feed mill capacity. When 
keding facilities as represented by SAC, are under- 
utilized, costs per pound of gain tend to move to the 
left on SAC, from point A. In contrast, when feeding 
facilities are over-utilized, costs tend to rise and move 
Figure 4. Relationship between size of feedlot and total annual 
fixed costs, per pound of gain, for all size feedlots, Texas and 
Oklahoma, 1966-67. 
to the right on the short-run curve from the minimum 
point. The intersection of SAC, and SAC2 represents 
that point at which a feedlot would be expected to 
expand its feeding facilities and install a larger feed 
mill. 
If the long-run average cost curve declines as 
output increases, then successively larger sizes of feed- 
lots are more efficient than the smaller feedlots as a 
result of existing economies of size. As a general rule, 
economies of size are available in those industries in 
which division and specialization of labor are present 
and in which advanced technological developments 
in machinery and equipment can readily be applied.13 
However, increases in the long-run average costs be- 
yond the minimum point on the long-run average 
cost curve indicate that successively larger scales or 
sizes of feedlots become less and less efficient. That  
is, average costs per unit of output for successively 
larger feedlots tend to increase. With new technology 
and capital restrictions, it is possible that no feedlots 
have been constructed in the Southern Plains that 
exceed the minimum point on the cost curve. 
The  regression model adopted for use in this study 
was a non-linear model in which the variables are 
expressed in logarithms.14 Cost functions were de- 
veloped for measuring the relationship between (1) 
feedlot size and various items of fixed cost, total fixed 
cost and total feeding cost and (2) feedlot size and 
total fixed cost under varying assumptions regarding 
degree-of-feedlot-utilization rates. 
Relationship Between Total 
Fixed Costs and Size of Feedlot 
Figures 4 and 5, which depict the relationship 
of feedlot size and total fixed costs, reveal that sub- 
stantial economies of size existed in Texas and Okla- 
homa feedlot operations during 1966-67. These 
economies are apparent when total feedlots are 
analyzed as in Figure 4 or when feedlots with 1,000- 
head-and-over capacity are considered as in Figure 5. 
The  degree of feedlot utilization rates in cost curves 
13Leftwich, R. H., The Price System and Resource Allocation, 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, Revised Edition, 1960. 
I4Four regression models consisting of one linear model and three 
nonlinear models were postulated for analyzing economies of 
size. Regression models employed for deriving cost curves are 
discussed in Appendix C. 
Sire of feedlot ( rhouamd Irend) 
Figure 5. Relationship between size of feedlot and total annual 
fixed costs, per pound of gain, for feedlots with 1,000-head-and- 
over capncitv, Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67. 
represen tiny feedlots with 1,000-head-or-more capacity 
was held constant at the average 1966-67 rate (72.84 
percent). 
Figure 4 suggests that feedlots with less than 
5,000 to 10,000-head capacity are at  a competitive 
disadvantage with respect to annual fixed costs per 
pound of gain compared to larger size feedlot opera- 
tions. For example, Figure 4 shows that feedlots 
with a one-time feeding capacity of 400 head experi- 
enced total annual fixed costs equivalent to about 
3 cents per pound of gain as compared to 1.4 cents 
per pound of gain for feedlots with 10,000-head capac- 
itv. This  differential is even greater when feedlots 
with more than 10,000-head capacity are considered. 
Figure 5 zhows a substantial difference in total annual 
fixed costs per pound of gain between feedlots with 
1,000-head capacity and feedlots with 30,000-head-and- 
over capacity. These results suggest that size or  capac- 
ity of feedlots has not been expanded within the 
limits of present feedlot technolosy. Several factors 
apparently contribute to lower fixed costs per pound 
of gain as feedlots increase in size. These include 
higher degrees of utilization rates, more specialized 
labor and management and higher degrees of mecha- 
nization.15 
Relationship Between Individual 
Fixed Cost Components and Size of Feedlot 
T h e  individual fixed-cost components which in- 
cluded depreciation, interest, insurance, taxes, fixed 
labor and repairs revealed the same general relation- 
ship to size, Figures 6 and 7. Feedlots with less than 
5,000 - 10,000-head feeding capacity were generally at  
a competitive feeding disadvantage relative to feedlots 
with more than 10,000-head feeding capacity. 
T h e  relationship of feedlot size to annual depreci- 
ation and fixed labor costs was almost identical in 
both Figures 6 and 7. Each of these fixed cost items 
I6The effect of utilization rates are shown in Figures 9 and 10 
and in Appendix C. 
also accounted for about one-third of the total annual 
fixed costs. However, the various statistical tests indi. 
cate that depreciation cost, per pound of gain, wu 
more strongly influenced by feedlot size than wa 
fixed labor cost, Appendix C. The  cost curves in 
Figure 7 are at  slightly lower levels than those in 
Figure 6, since data in Figure 7 include only Eeedlolr 
with 1,000-head-and-over capacity. 
Although annual interest and repair costs each 
accounted for about 15 percent of the total annual 
fixed costs, the various statistical tests indicate that 
annual repairs were not significantly influenced by 
feedlot size as were annual interest costs, AppendixC 
Annual interest cost declined as feedlots increased in 
size and had higher feedlot utilization rates. Annual 
repair costs apparently are influenced more by such 
factors as exposure to weather and elements, rate of 
utilization and obzolescence than by size of feedlot 
Annual taxes and insurance on fixed investment 
accounted for only 3 - 4 percent of the total annual 
fixed costs, but they are strongly influenced by feed. 
lot size. Insurance costs and taxes in Figure 6 de 
creased by about one-third as feedlots increased in sit 
from less than 1,000-head to more than 30,000-head 
capacity. This  decline reflects both economies of six 
and degree-of-feedlot-utiliza tion rates. 
Relationship Between Total  
Feeding Cost and Size of Feedlot 
Figure 8 shows that total feeding costs were 2.fi 
cents higher per pound of gain for feedlots with 
1,000-head capacity than for lots with 35,000-head 
capacity. In  contrast, total feeding cozts were about 
4 cents per pouncl of gain higher for feedlots wid 
200-head capacity compared to those with 35,000-head 
capacity. Lower total feeding costs as feedlots increaa 
in size are generally attributable to size oE feedlot 
and feedlot-u tiliza tion rate. Additional factors which 
affect total feeding costs, but which were not included 
in the total feeding cost function, include manag 
ment, level of technology, location, type of cattle 
placed on feed, type of ration, length of time on feed, 
feed cost, in-weight, out-weight, sex and others. 
AnaIysis of the relationship between such variabla 
and total feeding costs can generally be made mosl 
effectively by a detailed case study of a few selected 
feedlots. 
This  study also attempted to measure the relation. 
ship between total variable costs and feedlot size. 
However, these measurements were generally unsuc- 
cessful. This  suggests that existing economies of s i i  
result primarily from the level of technology em. 
ployed and the feedlot utilization rates. 
ReIationship Between Size of Feedlot, 
Feedlot Utilization Rates and Total Fixed Costs 
T h e  combined effect of feedlot size and 19664'1 
feedlot utilization rates on total annual fixed cm 
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Figure 6. Relationship between size of feedlot and specified fixed cost items, per pound of gain, for all size feedlots, Texas and 
Oklahoma, 1966-67. 
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1,000-head-and-over capacity, Texas and Oklahoma, 1966 
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lipre 8. Relationship between size of feedlot and total feeding 
om, per pound of gain, for all size feedlots, Texas and Okla- 
. b, 1966-67. 
are shown in Figure 9. The higher cost curve for 
feedlots with 1,000 - 4,999-head capacity compared to 
I lots with 5,000 - 9,999-head capacity is the result of 
I 
1 economies of size ancl differences in feedlot utilization \ rater The effect of a relatively lower utilization 
/ rate is most noticeable for feedlots with 25,000 - 29,999- 1 head capacity. 
/ The competitive advantage due to size, however, 
lends 10 decline when feedlot utilization rates are held 
constant a t  consecutively higher levels over all size 
I p u p s ,  Figure 10. For example, when feedlot utiliza- tion rates are held constant at 25 percent over all size 
pups ,  total annual fixed costs are approximately 
2 cents per pound of gain higher for feedlots with 
1,000-head capacity compared to feedlots approach- 
lo! 35.00-kleacl capacity. This difference, however, 
declines to 1.2 cents per pound of gain when utiliza- 
tion rates are Ileld constant at the 75-percent level. 
F i r e  10 mzests that as Southern Plains feedlots 
approacll 100-percen t utilization rates, feedlots with 
less than 10,000-head capacity are generally at a sub- 
stantial disadvantage with respect to fixed costs per 
p d  of gain when competing with feedlots with 
more than 10,000-head feeding capacity. These results 1, also show that total annual fixed costs decrease sub- 
I 
figre 9. Relationship between size of feedlot and total annual 
hrcd costs, per porlnd of gain, as afiected by actual degrees of 
fadlot utilization. Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67. 
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Figure 10. Relationship between size of feedlot and total annual 
fixed costs, per pound of gain, with varying degrees of feedlot 
utilization, Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67. 
stantially as feedlot utilization rates increase from 25 
to 50 percent. Figure 10 reveals that total annual 
fixed costs for feedlots with 1,000-head capacity de- 
clined 1.3 cents per pound of gain as feedlot utiliza- 
tion rates increased from 25 to 50 percent. This 
compares to a decline of about .6 cent per pound of 
gain for feedlots with 35,000-head capacity. 
SUMMARY AND SELECTED IMPLICATIONS 
Summary 
Substantial changes have occurred in the struc- 
tural and operational characteristics of the Southern 
Plains cattle feeding industry. Future changes, how- 
ever, may be even more dramatic as feedlots attempt 
to realize competitive advantages through economies 
of size, location, use of computer sciences and in t r e  
duction of new technology. 
Results from this study suggest that large com- 
mercial feedlots will increase in size and number 
within the Southern Plains during the next decade. 
Feedlots with less than 1,000-head capacity are ac- 
counting for a relatively small proportion of the total 
cattle fed in Texas and Oklahoma. The  importance 
of feedlots with less than 5,000-head capacity is also 
expected to decline substantially during the next 
decade. Results from this study revealed that feed- 
lots with 10,000-head-and-over capacity generally 
pos.wssed a competitive advantage over smaller feed- 
lots. Such feeding advantages resulted primarily from 
existing economies of size, higher feedlot utilization 
rates and lower labor costs as a result of higher levels 
of mechanization. Results further indicated that costs 
decreased at a declining rate as feedlots approached 
30,000-head-and-over capacity. This suggests that feed- 
lots have not expanded beyond the limits of present 
technology and that further increases in size are eco- 
nomically feasible. It is also probable that as feedlot 
size limitations are reached with respect to production 
costs for given levels of technology, continuing innova- 
tions and further improvements in milling equipment, 
feed handling devices and computer management tech- 
niques will extend feedlot size limitations beyond 
existing levels. The adaptation of such technology 
is, of course, dependent on the availability of capital 
and other necessary resources such as feed and feeder 
cattle. 
While feedlots attempt to achieve economies of 
size, they also seek to maximize total net income. 
Therefore, it is probable that some feedlots may ex- 
pand beyond the levels of minimum costs for a given 
size range and accept a lower per-unit net return. 
Expanding feedlot operations within the Southern 
Plains, along with relatively high levels of annual 
fixed costs, have encouraged large commercial feed- 
lots to maintain high levels of feedlot utilization rates 
in order to spread annual fixed costs over larger units 
of output. When annual fixed costs were analyzed 
on the basis of pound of gain, feedlots with 10,000- 
head-and-over capacity experienced annual fixed costs 
which were 50 percent or more below those of feedlots 
with less than 5,000-head capacity. Consequently, 
mo:t feedlots with less than 5,000-head capacity are 
faced with a substantial competitive disadvantage 
unless they are able to increase feedlot utilization rates 
or adopt other cost saving practices. 
Attempts to find economies of size in total vari- 
able costs as a result of bulk buying of feed and other 
inputs by Southern Plains feedlots were generally not 
successful. Findings did reveal that as feedlots in- 
creased in size, larger feedlots were generally able to 
utilize variable labor more efficiently than smaller 
feedlots. In addition, results showed that feedlot 
operators who are well informed relative to the effects 
of price changes in feed ingredients as well as the 
effects of changes in daily rates of gain on feeding 
costs are generally in a relatively favorable position 
to realize potential cost savings. For example, for 
each 1-dollar increase in the price per ton of grain 
sorghum, feed costs increased from 66 cents per head 
for a 110-day feeding period to $1.09 per head for a 
135-day feeding period. These results have important 
implications for locating feedlots as well as for adopt- 
ing feeding programs most suitable for areas facing 
relatively higher feed costs. An increase in the price 
per ton of (grain sorghum or a price differential be- 
tween feeding areas of $3.00 per ton translates into 
increased feeding costs of $1.98 - $3.24 per head de- 
pending upon length of time on feed. Feeding areas 
which are faced with a competitive disadvantage with 
respect to grain sorghum prices may therefore find it 
advantageous to feed light weight feeder cattle for 
relatively short feeding periods. 
Selected Implications 
The  Southern Plains cattle feeding industry, 
which derived much of its impetus for growth and 
development from nearby sources of feed supplies 
and feeder cattle, has mushroomed into a major cattle 
feeding center with highly mechanized and large com- 
mercial, factory-type feedlots. Results from this study 
suggest that large commercial feedlots may increase 
even more in size and number within the Southern 
Plains during the next decade. This is especiahr uuc 
for the Rolling Plains and Panhandle areas of Texas 
and Oklahoma. I 
Additional increases in number and size of large 
commercial feedlots in the Southern Plains raise 
questions concerning the adequacy of future feed re 
sources and feeder cattle supplies as well as markfl 
outlets for fed beef. Current and potential supplia 
of grain sorghum are of prime importance under 
current feeding programs employed by the Southern 
Plains feedlots. One of the major factors presently 
governing the supply and production of grain sorghum 
is the amount oE irrigation water available in the 
future in the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandle and 
Plains areas. Current research measuring the ecv 
nomic life of irrigation water in a specified area south 
of the Canadian River in Texas indicates that a 
substantial decline can be anticipated in that area 
during the next decade.lVowever, this decline ii 
expected to be partially offset by irrigation develop 
ments north of the Canadian River during the same 
period. In the absence of the development of new 
grain sorghum varieties especially adapted to dryland 
growing conditions or other technological develop 
ments, grain sorghum production may decline from 
current levels in the Panhandle and Plains areas bs 
1980. However, the implementation of a recent 
massive 50-year Water Plan, proposed by the Texas 
Water Development Board, would make it pssibk 
to greatly expand grain and forage production in the 
future.17 Other possibilities include expanded grain 
sorghum production in the Texas Coastal Plains area 
which is well suited for such production. 
The Southern Plains, nevertheless, possess abun. 
dant resources for substantial increases in cattle feed. 
produced about 45 percent of the total U. S. grain 
sorghum production. Oklahoma production accounted 
I ing above current levels. During 1966-67, Texar . 
for another 3 percent. Beef cows 2 years and older in 
Texas and Oklahoma annually account for more than 
20 percent of the U. S. January 1 inventory. Table25 
provides estimates of the maximum number of cattle 
that could have been fed in Texas during 1966-61 ' 
from Texas produced grain under various assumptions 
regarding exports and consumption. When allow 
ances are made for carryover, poultry and other live. 
stock and domestic non-feed use with no allowanca 
for exports, the maximum number of cattle that could 
have been fed was 7.6 million head. These assump 
tions, however, are not too realistic since Texas is a 
major exporter of surplus grain sorghum. Data are 
not available on the proportion oE Texas production 
exported, but total U. S. exports represented approxi. 
mately 28 percent of the U. S. production during 
I6Hughes, W. F. and W. L. Harmon, Projected Economic Lik 
of IVater Resources, Subdivision No. 1 ,  High Plains Undn. 
ground Water Reservoir, Texas Agr. Exp. Sta. and FPED, EIIS, 
USDA (in process). 
Austin, Texas, November 1968. 
! 
'7Texas Water Plan Summary, Texas Water Development Bard, . 
'a 25. Bstf!mtrd n s x h ~ v  nunber of c a t t l e  t h s t  zould be fed i n  Texas, given 
19%-b" 1-nir1 s x - ~ h ~ ?  j~oduc t ion  and  s ? e c i f i ~ d  a s s u ~ p t i o n s  r ega rd ing  
dowstic c o n s x ? , ~ t i o n  and e p o r t s  
:Ewor t s  s s  n Percent  pf Texas Production (1966-67) 
It?? : : 7 5  : 25 : 35 
Roduetio~ not rivailhhle f o r  : 
W l e  f e d i n p :  
....................... tqottsl/. : 0 49,138 81,878 114,655 
...... Drtstlc nor.-feed upeg.. ..: 5,952 5,952 5,952 5,962 
buunpti?n by the  T ~ X B P .  
,mdtry-Vrlrrey, W r y ,  ho-, : 
d abw? sn? Inmb foedin: : 
bdutrji/. ...................... : 55,513 55,513 55,513 55,513 
CwryoveriJ. ..................... : 16,393 16,380 16,330 16,383 
l o t 3  ........................ : 77.8 55 125,993 159.753 192.511 
I d a b l e  for c l t t l p  f-e-lil,: ...... : 219.735 293.597 167.837 135.079 
Utle fsedh: pg tcn t+ i%l  given : 
@ nr&nn c3c . rnp t i3n  n e r  :- ---------- ------1.01)3 head 
Lull 
18 )  pounds ..................... : 7,770 6 , a l  5,222 
(123 drys 3 151Ss/diy) : 4,232 
Saws: Fee3 Sit,uet.ion, FdS-ZX, FJiilS, USDA, I rove~ te r  1953 m3 Texas Crop w.3 
Livestock Peportin: Service, S t s t i s t i c s l  R e ~ o r t i n :  Ss rv ice ,  USDA, Austin,  
Tersa. ..... 
U.S. e ~ r t s  v:re e p s l  t 3  27.05 percent  3f t h e  1964-67 U.S. production.  
0 . S .  d o y ? t i c  -.o.i-?end ruse vus 2 q u d  t o  1.82 pe rcsn t  of  t h e  1944-47 prodxction.  
j,htF3rlted by Erten:i?n S:>ecial is t  i n  t n e  Pou l t ry  Sciencs and Ani!sl Szience 
Brprhents, Texaq AZY llniversity. 
4/Anam?s 1 cnrry?vPr e f l u ~ l  t o  5 ?ercent  of annual  ?reduction. 
1966-67. Given the assumption that 15 percent of 
the Texas grain :orghum production is exported, and 
all other feed uses are held constant at the 1966-67 
he is ,  srirplos grain sorghum available from Texas 
production ~~otild have been sufficient for feeding 
5 - 6  n~illion I lend. If 25 percent of the Texas produc- 
tion had been exportecl and other feed uses held 
urnstant, 4 - 5 million head of cattle could have been 
M from the available supplies of surplus grain sor- 
ghum in 1966-67. 
Grain sorghum production in Oklahoma during 
1966-67 was about balanced with the number of fed 
cattle marketed From feedlots in that state. Feedlots 
in the Oklahoma Panhandle and Western Oklahoma, 
bowever, are generally in a favorable position to 
import grain rot-ghrim since they are located adjacent 
to the two major grain sorghum production areas in 
the U. S. M'hile Texas is the leading grain sorghum 
producing state, Kansas, the second ranking state, 
squally accounts for about one-fifth of the U. S. 
gun sorghum production. In addition, Oklahoma 
M o t s  are also able to draw upon the relatively 
!age supplies of barley and wheat produced annually 
m Oklahoma. 
Recent studies have indicated that Texas and 
Oklahoma possess a locational advantage over other 
p l u s  fed beef producing areas for shipping fed beef 
adl ive  fed cattle to the deficit Southeastern states.ls 
ViUiams, Itr, F. and R. A. Dietrich, An Interregional Analysis 
at the Fed Beef Economy, AER 88, USDA, April 1966. 
The primary competitors of the Southern Plains for 
these markets are Kansas, Missouri and Colorado. 
Other large potential markets include the West Coast 
and the Northeast. 
The future development and growth of the cattle 
feeding industry in the Southern Plains, however, is 
affected not only by the volume of locally produced 
feed and feeder cattle, the local population and in- 
come situation, but also by competition for markets 
and resource inputs from feedlot producers through- 
out the United States. Potential developments for 
the Southern Plains cattle feeding industry as sug- 
gested by this study include: 
(1) The number and size of large feedlots, those 
with 10,000-head-and-over capacity, will continue to 
increase within the Southern Plains. Smaller feedlots 
will probably decrease in number and size and account 
for an increasingly smaller proportion of the cattle 
marketed from Southern Plains feedlots. Since this 
study indicates the existence of economies of size 
beyond the range of the available data, additional 
research may be desirable for determining optimum 
sizes of feedlots relative to given levels of technology 
for such discrete or indivisible items as milling equip- 
ment. 
(2) Increased emphasis will be placed on a high 
degree of feedlot utilization rates as feedlots increase 
in size and are faced with increasingly larger capital 
investments in fixed facilities. Consequently, the 
proportion of cattle fed on a custom basis will prob- 
a'bly increase above current levels. An economic 
analysis regarding the various types and kinds of 
custom feeding arrangements may become necessary 
as custom feeding continues to increase within the 
Southern Plains. 
(3) The use of more refined management tech- 
niques and the adaptation of high speed computer 
programs may become essential for large commercial 
feedlots as an aid to management in making decisions 
rt garding feeding practices as well as decisions relative 
tc, sources of feed and feeder cattle and market outlets. 
(4) Contractual arrangements with feeder cattle 
ploducers may become necessary to insure adequate 
quantities and desired types of feeder cattle on a con- 
tiliuous basis as feeding facilities expand. Numbers 
of feeder cattle annually produced in Texas and 
Oklahoma greatly exceed the local feedlot require- 
ments, but substantial numbers of feeder cattle are 
shipped into the Southern Plains from other states 
primarily to offset the seasonal nature of feeder cattle 
production in Texas and Oklahoma. 
(5 )  T o  insure orderly growth and expansion 
within the cattle feeding industry, and also to expe- 
dite decision making, it may become necessary to 
project supplies of future feeder cattle, on a regional 
basis, given realistic assumptions relative to existing 
resource bases available for producing feeder cattle. 
In addition, projection of feed grain and forage sup- 
plies under alternative assumptions regarding water 
use and government programs and projected demand 
levels for fed beef on a national and regional basis 
may also be desirable for determining optimum feed- 
ing levels. 
(6) Based on feeding cost differentials between 
feeding areas and available sources of nearby feed 
supplies, cattle feeding will continue to be concen- 
trated most heavily in the Texas and Oklahoma Pan- 
handle areas of the Southern Plains. Optimum loca- 
tion of cattle feeding facilities and slaughtering firms 
will continue to be important considerations for 
firms seeking entry into the feeding and slaughtering 
industry. 
(7) Contractual arrangement between the feed- 
lots and packers may also be desirable to expedite 
decision making and the flow patterns of cattle into 
and out of feedlots. 
(8) Additional areas requiring consideration in- 
clude feeder cattle buying practices, selling arrange- 
ments for finished cattle, source and type of financing 
and the economic feasibility of conducting p~ 
conditioning and warmup feeding operations. Thev 
were discussed in a previous publication.19 1 
Results from this study suggest that considerable f 
potential exists for continued growth and expansion 
of the cattle feeding industry within the Southern 
Plains. However, the future <growth will be dependent 
upon the availability of the necessary resource inputi 
the ability to compete for markets with other regions 
and industries and the availability of adequate ia 
I 
formation for intelligent decision making. Realization 
of goals and opportunities in the cattle feeding, as 
well as in other segments of the livestock and meal 
1 
industry, is dependent upon management-organizatia 
ingenuity among the various types of firms within 
the livestock and meat economy and the ability of 
I 
institutions and public agencies to assist these finu 
in realizing maximum advantages from future oppor- 
tunities. 
'@Dietrich, R. A., T h e  Texas-Oklahoma Cattle Feeding Industv- 
Structure and Operational Characteristics, Texas A g .  Exp. 
Sta. Bull. 1079, December 1968. 
APPENDIX A 
~ Supplementary Tables 
Appendix A--Table 1. Fixed investment per head of capacity, by major item of equipment and feeding area, 
Texas feedlots,  1966-67 
Feeding area 
Item 
: Gulf Coast : 
Panhandle- : Plateau- : East : and Rio : Total 
Plains : Pecos : Texas : Grande Plains : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
and equipment.. ........................... : 10.78 7.91 11.83 11 .I4 10.72 
ieter system.. ................................. : 2.42 2.23 1.84 1.65 2.20 
!Wing equipment.. ............................ : 9.02 6.84 7.94 7.55 8.46 
.......... ?eed storage fac i l i t i e s  and equipment : 4.93 3.68 4.31 10.20 5.81 
?eed distribution equipment. ................... : 2.12 2.19 1.64 2.21 2.10 
.............................   ire equipment.. : .47 .76 .I4 .98 .56 
Transportation equipment. ...................... : 1.28 1.50 .73 1.88 1.36 
;and.. ......................................... : 2.61 .85 1.83 3.01 2.47 
.................... 2 f i c e  end office equipment : -84 .56 .39 .66 .74 
jceles md scale house.. ....................... : .84 1.06 55 1.07 .88 
Total,. ...................................... : 35.31 27.58 31.20 40.35 35.29 
Appendix A--Table 2. Fixed investments per  head of capaci ty ,  by major i tem of equipment and feeding a rea ,  
Oklahoma f e e d l o t s ,  1966-67 
Feeding a r e a  
Item 
: Southeastern  : 
: Panhandle : Northern : and Centra1:Southwestern : T o t a l  
: Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Oklahoma : 
2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Dollars- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
lens and equipment.. ................... : 11.30 11.50 10.47 11.73 11.25 
i a t e r  system.. ......................... : 2.65 2.07 1.72 1.53 
..................... !!illing equipment. : 5.89 1.78 14.32 12.59 
?eed storage f a c i l i t i e s  and equipment. . : 5.31 2.63 6.76 3.78 
.......... Peed distribution equipment.. : 3.78 3.32 2.72 3.16 3.41 
 we equipment. ...................... : 1.07 .77 1.54 1/ .92 
............. Transportation equipment.. : 1.59 1.35 1.61 1.47 1.54 
Lmd... ................................ : .?6 1.59 2.77 1.07 1.29 
:~ffice and office equipment.. .......... : 1 .O1 .10 .68 .59 .77 
Scales and scale house.. ............... : 1.12 1.00 1.81 1.25 1.25 
Tota l . .  ............................. : 34.48 26.11 U+-40 37.17 35.77 
I) None reported by respondents interviewed. 
29 
Appendix A--Table 3. Annual depreciation costs per head of capacity, by major items of equipment 
I 
and size of feedlot, Texas feedlots, 1966-67 1 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  : 10,000 head : 
Item :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head: and over : Total 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
! 
Pens and equipment.......................: .4143 .6145 .8712 .5694 .5585 ,6074 
........................... Water system.. : .I406 1553 .I245 .0927 .I376 ,1288 
Milling equipment.. ...................... : .3356 .6476 .7432 .6922 .7314 .7' ;15 
.. Feed storage f a c i l i t i e s  and equipment.. : .6642 -4904 .3512 .I107 .2149 .2325 
Feed distr ibution equipment.....,........: .9025 -6551 .5595 .3469 .2935 ,3513 
Manure equipment.........................: .0804 .2817 .I871 .0719 .0586 ,0859 
......... Transportation equipment........ : .I111 .5906 .2386 ,1628 .I243 .I633 
Office and office equipment..............: .0107 -0347 .0434 .0578 .0383 .Oh17 
Scales and scale house...................: .0409 -0964 .0691 .0565 .0290 ,041 4 
Total..................................: 3.0003 3.5663 3.1878 2.1609 2.1861 2.3808 
Appendix A--Table 4. Annual depreciation costs per head of capacity, by major item of equipment 
and size of feedlot, Oklahoma feedlots, 1966-67 
: Less than : 1,000 to  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  : 10,000 head : 
Item : 1,000 head : 1,999 head : 4,999 head : 9,999 head : and over : Total  
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pens and equipment......... .................. : .3412 .7854 .5246 .6633 .6517 
Water system.. ............................... : .0956 .I459 .0896 .lo72 
*637t I 
.I507 ,1292 1 
Milling equipment.. .......................... : .I106 .3112 ,6860 .2566 .9562 
Feed storage f a c i l i t i e s  and equipment.. ..... .: .3137 .4225 .2525 .I057 .I903 .I951 
Feed distr ibution equipment..................: .6969 .6170 .7263 .4998 .5733 ,5874 
Manure equipment....,........................: .I437 .I150 .0271 .2372 .1405 ,1416 
Transportation equipment.. ................... : .6512 .2805 .3455 .2137 .0940 ,1849 
Office and office equipment..................: .0037 .0092 .0607 .Oh55 .Oh25 .0435 
Scales and scale house.......................: .0031 .0715 .0636 .0882 ,0448 .0592 
Total......................................: 2.3597 2.7582 2.7759 2.2172 2.8440 2.6766 
dppendix A--Table 5. Annual fixed costs per pound of gain, by feeding area, Texas feedlots,  1966-67 
Feeding area 
. 
Item . : Gulf Coast : 
: Panhandle- : Plateau- : East : and Rio : Total 
: Plains : Pecos : Texas :Grande Plains: 
Depreciation.. ............. : .0033 .0041 .0033 .0048 .0036 
Interest.. ................. : .0018 .0019 .0018 .0027 .0019 
T ~ ) P B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  ........ .. .e...: .0004 . 000 5 .0004 .0006 000 5 
Insurance.. ................ : .0003 .0034 .0003 .0005 .0003 
. 
 repair^. ................... : .0316 .0025 .0013 .0029 .0018 
................ Labor...... : .0031 .0045 .0029 .0063 .0037 
Total.... ............. ...: .0105 -01 39 .0100 .0178 .0118 
. 
lppendix A--Table 6. Annual fixed costs per pound of gain, by feeding srea, Oklahoma feedlots, 1966-67 
Feeding area 
Item :Southeastern : 
: Panhandle : Northern : and Central :Southwestern : Total 
: Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Oklahoma : 
Interest.. ................................ : .OOI 7 .0022 . O O U  .0023 .0021 
Tma., ............................. . : .0005 .0006 .0009 .0007 .0006 
Iwance . .  ............................... : .0004 .0003 .0008 .OOO 5 .0005 
Repdrs ..................... .............: .0030 .0011 .0026 -0027 .0027 
labOFl. .................................... : .0037 .0069 .0042 80059 . O O U  
Total.. ................ .. .............. : .0133 .0156 .0173 .0171 .0147 
Appendix A--Table 7. Annual long term interest ,per head of capacity, by major item of equipment 
and size of feedlot, Texas feedlots, 1966-67 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  :10,003 head: 
Item :l,030 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over : Total 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
. 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Pens & equipment......................: .2522 .3739 5304 .3467 3400 ,3698 
Water system..........................: .0804 .0890 .0713 00531 -0788 .0738 
Milling equipment.. ................... : .1363 .2628 .3016 .2809 2969 ,291 b 
Feed storage f a c i l i t i e s  & equipment...: .5978 -4414 .3161 00996 1934 ,2993 
Feed distribution equipment...........: .I792 .1302 .1112 .069J -0584 .0718 
Manure equipment......................: .0169 0 594 039 5 -01 52 .0124 ,0181 
............ Transportation equipment.. : .I191 .I712 .0692 .0472 .0361 .0474 
Ldd.. ..........,.. ..... ... . ...... ..: -1682 .I878 .I865 .I827 .I289 ,1484 
Office & office equipment.............: .0064 .0210 .0264 00352 00233 .0254 
Scales & scale house..................: .0298 0704 .0505 .041 3 .021 2 .0302 
Total  ............................... : 1.5863 1.8371 1.7027 1 .I709 1 . 1 4  1.2853 
Appendix A--Table 8. Annual long term interest  cost, per head of capacity, by major item of equipment and 
size of feedlot, Oklahoma feedlots, 1966-67 
: Less than : 1,000 t o  : 2,000 t o  : 5,000 t o  :10,000 head 
Item :1,000 head :1,999 head :4,999 head :9,999 head : and over : Total 
: capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : capacity : 
- - - - -- - - 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - -  , - 
Pens & equipment........................: -2062 -4779 03193 -4.038 .3967 ,3881 
. 
Water system............................: .0550 .0836 00513 .0614 -0863 ,0740 
Milling equipment.......................: .0456 .I262 .2784 .I041 .3881 ,2816 
Feed storage f a c i l i t i e s  & equipment.....: .2825 .3m2 .2273 .0951 .I713 .1794 
Feed distribution equipment.. ........ ... : .I381 .1226 1 449 00994 .1140 ,1168 
. 
Manure equipment................... ..... : .0300 . Oa2 .OO 58 .O 502 .0297 .0299 
. 
Transportation equipment.. .............. : .I881 .0812 .I002 .0620 .0272 ,0536 
Land....................................: .3094 . 2 a 2  .0670 00550 .0645 ,0772 
Office & office equipment...............: .0019 00055 .0369 .0277 00259 ,0264 
Scales & scale house....................: .0019 .0520 0465 0644 .0328 . 0432 
. 
Total.................................: 1.2587 1.5776 1.2776 1.0231 1.3365 1.2702 
/ Appendix A--Table 9. Variable co s t s  per  pound of gain, by feeding area,  Texas f eed lo t s ,  1966-67 
Feeding a rea  
Item 
: Gulf Coast : 
: Panhandle- : Plateau- : East  : and Rio : Tota l  
: Pla ins  : Pecos : T e x a s :  GrandePla ins  : 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
fed ................................. : .I781 .I687 .I958 .I680 -1775 
tabor 1/. ............................. : .0082 -0075 -0059 .0084 .0080 
Interest: 
Feed.. .............................. : -00 52 .0050 .0057 0049 .0052 
..................... Feeder cattle.. : .0120 .0105 -01 51 .0110 .0120 
Labor.. ............................. : ,0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 
Other g,. .......................... : .0002 .0003 ,0002 .0002 .0002 
bath loss.. .......................... : .0049 .0081 .0028 .0063 .0052 
Veterinarian and medication.. ......... : .0045 .0042 .004l 00053 .0046 
be and oi l . .  ......................... : .0011 .0007 .0016 .0012 .0011 
Klectricity.. ......................... : .0010 .0012 .0008 .0009 .0010 
Telephone and communications.. ........ : .0004 .0003 .0002 .0004 .0004 
0th 2/ ............................ : .0011 .0024 .0007 .0005 .0010 
Total.. ............................. : .2167 .209 1 2331 .2073 .2164 
> 
1/ Includes assessments f o r  Soc ia l  Secur i ty  and Workmant s Compensation. 
y Interest charges f o r  operat ing c a p i t a l  f o r  f i v e  months. This does no t  include i n t e r e s t  charges f o r  
feed, cattle and labor. 
Includes charges f o r  o f f ice  supplies ,  consultant  fees,  l i a b i l i t y  insurance, t axes  on c a t t l e ,  and 
dacellaneous expenditures. 
1 Appendix A--Table 10. Variable co s t s  per  pound of  gain, by feeding a rea ,  Oklahoma f eed lo t s ,  1966-67 I Feeding a r ea  
Item 
: Southeastern : 
: Panhandle : Northern : and Cent ra l  :Southwestern : 
: Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Oklahoma : Tota l  
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D o l l a r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
IbBd,.. ............................... : .A833 .ZOO6 -194-4 .1 891 .I873 
br 1/. ............................. : .0092 -01 13 .0141 .0121 .0106 
Interest : 
Feed... ............................. : .0054 -0059 -0057 .0055 -0055 
Feeder cattle.. ..................... : .0125 .0154 .0182 .0164 -01 51 
hbr.. ............................. : .0003 .0003 .0004 .0004 .0003 
Otherg ............................ : ,0002 .0002 .0002 .0003 .0002 
IW loss.. .......................... : .0049 .0102 .0114 .0064 .0066 
lehinarian and medic~tion. ......... : .0036 -003 5 .0036 -0046 .0038 
b and o i l . .  ......................... : .0011 .0016 .0020 .0015 .0013 
Qbctricity.. ........................ : .0011 .0005 .0015 .0012 .0011 
Suephone and c o m i c a t i o n s . .  ........ : .0006 .0006 .0005 .0005 .0005 
0th 2 / ,  ............................. : .000 5 .0004 .0003 .0010 .0005 
Total.. .............................. 
.2227 02505 .2523 -2390 .2328 
I Includes assessments f o r  Soc ia l  Secur i ty  and Workmanls Compensation. 
Interest charges f o r  operat ing c a p i t a l  f o r  f i v e  months. This does no t  include i n t e r e s t  charges f o r  
M, cattle and labor. 
Includes charges f o r  off ice supplies ,  consultant  fees ,  l i a b i l i t y  insurance, t axes  on c a t t l e ,  and 
dmllaneous expenditures . 
Appendix A-Table 11. ~ o t a i  feeding coats  p2r pound of gain, by type of cos t  end feeding 
area, Texas feedlots ,  1966-67 
Appendix A--Table 12. Totnl feeding cos t s  per pound of p i n ,  hy type of cnd d 
feeding area, Oklnhon~ feedlots, 1Q'L'" I 
Feeding area 
Type of cos t  : 
: Gulf Coast : 
: Panhandle- : Plateau- : East : and Rio : Total  
: Plains : Pecoa : Texas :Grand0 Plains: 
Feeding Rrrn 
Type of cos t  : 
: Southeastern : 
: Panhandle : Northern : and Cent,rnl : S o l ~ t t w e s t - r n  : io* 
: Oklahoma : Uklnhorno : O k l ~ r ~ o n e  : I 
:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dollars- - - - - - - - - - - - . - .-. 
F i x e d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  .0130 .0156 .0173 .GI71 .01L3 
Var iab le . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  .2227 2505 ,2523 , 2 3 9  ,a 
T o t q l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  .2357 .2661 . .2hoh . i i t , l  ,217 Total . .  ......... .: .2272 .2230 2-437 .2251 .2282 
1,999- head-and-under Capacity APPENDIX B 
Fixed: One half of operator or one half of yd( Procedure for Estimating Depreciation Costs 
and Classification of Feedlot Labor foreman where an operator is not a 
ployed 
Depreciation Costs 
Variable: All other labor I T h e  expected life and salvage value, by major 
items of equipment, were established after consulta- 
tion with feedlot operators as: 
In  additon, Social Security and MTorkrnen's Com 
pznsation were also computed according to job dasi 
fication as: 
Expected Salvage value 
life (percent of 
(years) original cost) 
Social Security = .034 X Annual Labor Cost 
(no assessments in excess of $6,600 annual fi Item 
Workmen's Compensation = 
.0593 X Annual Labor Cost 
(no assessments in excess of 5 10,100 annual salarp~ 
Pens and equipment 
Water system 
Milling equipment 
Feed storage 
Feed distribution 
Manure equipment 
Transportaion equipment 
Office and equipment 
Scale and scale houfe 
APPENDIX C 
Derivation of Cost Curves 
Four statistical moclels were postulated for derh 
ing average cost curves. These models were: 
Depreciation cost was estimated as: 
Y, = A + blXl (h~lodel 1; 
Yi = A + blXl + b,(X,)" (Model 4 
Y1 = A + bl ( I  /XI)  (hlodel f i  
logy ,  = A + bl log XI (Model $ 
Original Cost - Salvage Value 
Depreciation cost = Expected Life 
Classification of Feedlot Labor 
Labor was classified as fixed or variable, by size 
of feedlot, as: 
where Y, is cost per pound of gain in dollars forth 
ith or  specified cost item ant1 XI is the one-tiw 
capacity of individual feedlots. 
10,000-head-and-over Capacity 
Fixed: Operator; yard foreman; office manager 
Model 1-assumes a constant or linear relationdy 
between cost per unit of output ancl size of feedh 
Variable: All other labor 
5,000 - 9,999-head Capacity 
Fixed: Operator; one half of yard foreman or  
total yard foreman where an operator is 
not employed; office manager o r  one 
clerk where an office manager is not 
employed 
Moclel 2-assumes that costs decrease as the sin 
of feedlots increase but that diseconomies set in within 
the range of the available data and that costs per uait 
of output increase. 
Madel 3-assumes that costs per unit of outp 
decrease rather sharply and then tend to flatten out 
as the size of feedlots is increased. Variable: All other labor 
Model 4-assumes that costs per unit of oufpi 
decrease at a slower rate than those of Model 3 b + 
that costs per unit of output tend to decrease ash 
size of feedlots is increased. This model assuma 
essentially, that average costs have not increased 
result of successively larger feedlots in the feedig 
2,000 - 4,999-head Capacity 
Fixed: Operator o r  yard foreman where an 
operator is not employed; office manager 
or  one clerk where an office manager is 
not employed 
Variable: All other labor industry. 
Accortling to statistical tests, the coefficient of 
determination (R2), the F-test and the t-test, Model 4 
or the log function tended to fit the data better in 
almost all cases than did the other models employed 
in this study. However, Models 1, 2 and 3 were also 
generally statistically significant for most of the func- 
tions developed in this study. 
Cost functions showing the relationship of feed- 
lot size to total fixed cost and various items of fixed 
cost for the cattle feeding industry in Texas and Okla- 
homa are: 
Log Yl = -.932490 - .231240 1% X 
(10.32)** (1) 
R" .I7 F = 106.46** 
MSD = ,201 780 SE = .449199 
Log Y, = - 1.198066 - .224465 log X 
(9.02)** (2) 
R" .4 1 F = 81.44** 
MSD = ,228941 SE = .473224 
Log Y, = - 1.610362 - 26297 1 log X 
(1 0.52)** (3) 
R2 = .48 F = 110.64** 
MSD = .225097 SE = .474444 
Log Y, = -2.286326 - 254187 log X 
(1 0.1 I)** 
R2 = .I6 F = 102.21** 
MSD = ,226373 SE = .475787 
Log Y5 = -2.586028 - 207 156 log X 
(6.30)** 
R" $2.5 F = 39.70** 
MSD = .296034 SE = .544090 
Log Yo = - 1.457329 - 223382 log X 
(6.32)** (6) 
R2 = .25 F = 39.92** 
MSD = .318312 SE = .564191 
Log Y, = -2.470576 - .074890 log X 
(1.67) (7) 
R" .02 F = 2.80 
MSD = .3857 12 SE = .621057 
where: 
Y, = total annual fixed costs per pound of 
p in  in dollars, 
Y, = annual depreciation cost per pound of 
gain in dollars, 
Y, = annual interest cost per pound of gain 
b 
in dollars, 
Y, = annual taxes per pound of gain in  
dollars, 
Y, = annual insurance cost per pound of gain 
in dollars, 
k 
Y ,  = annual fixed labor cost per pound of 
gain in dollars, 
Y ,  = annual repair cost per pound of gain 
in  dollars. 
X = feedlot size or  one-time capacity. 
R2 = Coefficient of determination. 
F = F-test. 
MSD = mean squared deviation. 
SE = standard error of estimate. 
** and * = statistical significance at  the 1-percent 
and 5-percent level, respectively. 
T h e  t-value of the estimated parameter is directly 
below each coefficient. 
T h e  analysis of variance associated with the re- 
gression of feedlot size and fixed cost is shown in 
Table  1. 
Cost functions depicting the relationship of feed- 
lot size and utilization rate to various items of fixed 
costs and total costs for feedlots with 1,000-head-and- 
over capacity in Texas and Oklahoma are: 
Log Y1 = -1.118793 
- 218175 log X1 - .597284 log X2 (8) (4.85)"" (6.46)** 
R2 = .61 F = 63.80** 
MSD = .I47404 SE = .383932 
Log Y, = - 1.586731 
- .232509 log XI - .520131 log X2 (9) (4.41)** (4.80)** 
R2 = .51 F = 42.07** 
MSD = .I72694 SE = .415565 
Appendix C-Table 1. Analysis of variance associated with the regression of feed- 
l o t  s ize  on total  fixed costs and individual fixed cost items 
for total  feedlots, Texas and Oklahoma, 1966-67 
: Sum of : Mean : 
Item and Source : df : squares : square : F 
Total Fixed Costs: 
Total .................... : 120 9.179733 
Due t o  regression ........ : 1 4.3346L6 4.33LbL6 106.L6** 
Error. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  119 L.845037 .OL0715 
Annual Depreciation Costs : : 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  120 10.052193 
Due t o  regression.. . . . . . .:  1 L.084379 4.08L379 81 .&*I 
Error. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  119 5.967814 .050150 
Annual Interest Costs: : 
Total .................... : 120 11.635462 
Due t o  regression ........ : 1 5.605878 5.605878 110.6L** 
Error ................... .: 119 6.02958L .050669 
Annual Insurance Costs: : 
Total ................... .: 120 13.907L39 
Due t o  regression ........ : 1 3.478765 3.L78765 39.70." 
Error ................... .: 119 10.428674 .087635 
Annual Taxes: 
Total .................... : 120 11.3357L3 
Due to  regression ........ : 1 5.237612 5.237612 102.21 ** 
Error. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  119 6.098131 .0512l,5 
Annual Fixed Labor Costs: : 
T o t a l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  120 16.102416 
Due t o  regression ........ : 1 4.045050 4.045050 39.92.' 
Error ................... .: 119 12.057366 .I01322 
Annual Repairs: 
.................... Total : 114 17.228730 
Due t o  regression.. . . . . . .:  1 .417309 .L17300 2.80 
Error .................... : 113 16.811WO .I48774 
** and denotes significance at  the 1 percent and 5 percent levels ,  respectively. 
Log Y, = - 1.824769 
- 241275 log XI - .466161 lop X, (10) 
(4.44)** (4.17)** 
R2 = .48 F = 36.74** 
MSD = .I78 117 SE = .422039 
Log Y, = -2.421412 
- 246934 1% XI - .487843 log X2 (1 1) 
(4.58)** (4.40)** 
R2 = .50 F = 40.06** 
MSD = .I76472 SE = .420086 
Log Y, = -2.713823 
- 206789 log X1 - .508604 1% X2 
(2.69)** (3.22)** 
R2 = .30 F = 17.37"" 
MSD = .251726 SE = .501723 
Log Y, = - 1.804095 
- .I77299 log X1 - .746747 log X2 (13) 
(2.19)* (4.49)** 
R2 = .37 F = 23.01** 
MSD = .265030 SE = .514811 
where: 
XI = feedlot size or one-time capacity. 
X, = feedlot utilization rate and other variables 
were previously identified. 
The analysis of variance associated with the regression 
of these models is shown in Table 2. 
Appendix C-Table 2. Analysis of  var iance associa ted with  t h e  regression of f e a d l o t  alm 
and f e e d l o t  u t i l i z a t i o n  r n t e  on t o t a l  fixed costs  nnd iqdivlr(aa1 fb 
ed c o a t s  items f o r  f e e d l o t s  with 1,000 hesd end over capsclty, ?an1 
and Oklahoma, 196667 1/ 
: S m o f  : Mean : 
Item and S m c e  : d f  : squares : square : 
T o t a l  Fixed Costa: 
T o t a l  ............................... 82 4.510541 
Due t o  f e e d l o t  a i z e  (bl/bO). 1 1.12L138 1.12L138 51.71' 
Due t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t e  (b2/G; 6'): i 1 1 .6LR15? 1.6LB151 75.35" 
Error  ............................... 80 1 . 7 3 R u  .021728 ! 
Annual Depreciation Coats: 
............................ ~ ~ t ~ l  ..: 82 '4.895433 
h e  t o  f e e d l o t  s i z e  (bl/bg). ........ : 1 1.187823 1.181R21 ?Q.6F" 
h e  t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t e  (b2/to, bq).: 1 1.325763 1.325753 U.L5" 
............................... bror 80 2.3R58L7 .07"8?7 
Annual I n t e r e s t  Costa: 
............................. ~ o t a l  .: 82 4.869419 
......... h e  t o  f e e d l o t  s i z e  (bl/bg) : 1 1.213834 1.213834 3 8 e 2 t "  
Due t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t a  (b2/bg, bl).: 1 1.117573 1.1175?3 35.22'' 
.............................. Error  : 80 2.538052 .03172h 
Annual Insurance Costs: 
T o t a l  ............................... 
..... h e  t o  f e e d l o t  s i z e  (bl/bg). ...: 
h e  t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t e  (b2/bg, bl).: 
Error  ............................... 
Annual Tams:  
T o t a l  ............................... 
Due t o  f e e d l o t  s i z e  (bl/bg) ....... ..: 
Due t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t e  (b2/bgt bl).: 
Error  ............................... 
Annual Fixed Labor Costs: 
........................... T o t a l . .  .: 82 8.852236 
Due t o  f e e d l o t  s l u t  (bl/bgh ....... .: 1 .WlLl7 .4111'7 12.!33** 1 
Due t o  u t i l i z a t i o n  r a t e  (b2/bg, b i b :  1 2.331541 2.331521 33.19" 
Error  ............................... 80 5.619278 .O702Ll 
r/ The regress ion model f o r  annual r e p a i r s  vas not  s i g n i f i c a n t  and also ccntniwd a 
wrong sign. Annual r e p a i r s  a r e  included in t h e  model f o r  t o t a l  annual fixed coats. 
** Denotes s ignif icance a t  t h e  1-percent level .  1 
The equation measuring the relationship between 
feedlot size and total feeding cost is: 
I 
Log Y, = - .499194 - .030374 log X! 
(3.72)** I 
R2 = .10 F = 13.87** 
MSD = .073468 SE = .271050 i 
where: 
Y ,  = total feeding costs; the other variable uu 
previously identified. i 
